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Det skiftande sociala rummet i onlinevärldar
Att umgås med andra i det framgångsrika onlinespelet World of Warcraft har aldrig varit mer
tillgängligt, men ändå har interaktioner med främlingar i spelet blivit en allt mer sällsynt
företeelse. Åtminstone enligt en färsk forskningsrapport som undersökte hur spelares sociala
spelupplevelser har förändrats i takt med utvecklingen av onlinespelet.
Forskningen bygger på premissen om att spelets design över tid har förändrats från att ha
uppmuntrat sociala spelstilar och utmanande innehåll till att istället erbjuda enklare och mer
tillgängligt innehåll, utan större behov av sociala interaktioner, för att en bredare grupp spelare ska
kunna uppleva så mycket som möjligt av det spel de investerar tid och pengar i. De förändringar i
spelets som undersöktes var sådana som påverkar den sociala spelupplevelsen av att spela med
andra. Exempelvis finns det numera ett verktyg tillgängligt i gränssnittet där spelare kan söka efter en
grupp till en viss utmaning, och när det finns en grupp tillgänglig för spelaren får denne en notis och
möjlighet att klicka på en knapp för att direkt hamna vid utmaningen tillsammans med resterande
gruppmedlemmar utan att nödvändigtvis ha interagerat med dessa tidigare. Innan detta verktyg
fanns så var det istället upp för var och en att manuellt söka upp andra spelare, med intresse för
samma utmaning, runtom i den virtuella spelvärlden. Förändringar som dessa har enligt
undersökningen lett till att spelare är allt mindre motiverade att socialisera i onlinespelet, och i vissa
fall beskrivs upplevelsen som ett ”single player”-spel som utspelar sig i ett ”multiplayer”-universum,
alltså en form av ensamhet mitt bland mängder av andra individer som upplever samma ensamhet.
Det verkade, av resultatet att döma, att många spelare föredrar gemenskaper på en relativt lokal
nivå där man känner igen namnen på sina mot- och medspelare. Resultatet pekar mot interaktioner
med främlingar i spelet över tid har skiftat fokus från det sociala till det instrumentala, eftersom
interaktioner med andra är så pass tillgängligt att det inte längre krävs särskilt påfallande mycket
social investering för att bilda grupp till att klara av utmaningarna. Dessutom, med ett allt större
möjligt urval av spelare numera över flera servrar, är det än mindre sannolikt att av slumpen träffa på
samma spelare igen, varav spelare verkar mindre benägna att investera i relationer som dessa.
För att undersöka hur dessa sociala spelupplevelser i World of Warcraft har förändrats över tid så
genererades först över tvåhundra svar på en webbaserad enkät, och därefter intervjuades en
handfull personer med lång erfarenhet av spelet. Extra intressant blir forskning som denna efter att
Blizzard, företaget bakom spelet, efter ett drygt decennium av press från en allt större del av
spelarbasen, slutligen gav efter till att återskapa originalversionen av deras framgångsrika spel. Som
närmast ledande för en hel genre av spel konstaterar de med detta projekt en regression i speldesign
för MMORPGs, Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games. Resultaten av den här forskningen
kan därför vara en del i vad som inom en snar framtid definierar hur onlinespel designas med den
sociala spelupplevelsen i åtanke. Eftersom spel är ett av många sätt vi människor tenderar att klara
av en annars ofta stressig eller ensam verklighet, kan det vara bra att ha tillgång till onlinespel där
den sociala upplevelsen och interaktionen men andra människor, ligger i fokus.

Abstract
Design philosophies in MMOs seem to have seen a shift in recent years. What used to be designs for
social dependencies and challenging content seems to have become designs for social independence
and casual play. This has not gone by unnoticed by communities of players that have gradually
increased in size, hoping to find regression in design philosophies for their favorite games. This study
combines the social component of Yee’s (2006) model for motivations for online play with Bradner’s
(2001) concept of social affordances, and quantitative surveys with qualitative interviews in order to
examine how the social player experience in World of Warcraft has changed in relation to changes
made to the game. Some of the findings are that the incentives and necessity for socializing with
strangers in the game has generally diminished as a consequence of changes made in the game that
focus on practical efficiency. External factors that seems to have played a role in these results are
age, technological contexts and life contexts of the respondents.
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1 Introduction
The design philosophies in MMO (Massively Multiplayer Online) games seem to have changed in
recent times from game designs supporting social and challenging play styles into game designs
supporting social independence and casual play for broader audiences. There are, however, some
tendencies for regression in these designs. For instance, the MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Game) RuneScape developed by Jagex has gone through three iterations: RuneScape
Classic released in 2001, RuneScape 2 released in 2004, and RuneScape 3 released in 2013. A few
months prior to the release of RuneScape 3, following a poll that had shown much community
interest in the project, Jagex released the so called Old School RuneScape that emulated RuneScape
2 based on a game version from 2007 (Wikipedia 2018a). As of the 19th of July 2018 there were
42 867 players online in Old School RuneScape according to the official website (Oldschool
Runescape 2018).
Another key example in the MMO-scene is the MMORPG World of Warcraft which set new standards
of its genre and followed, if not in fact led this shift in game design philosophies. A big and growing
portion of the community from this game has reacted on this shift in game design philosophy by
creating a movement pressuring Blizzard to adapt back to a game design philosophy that once again
support social and challenging play styles. A primary ambition within this community, hereafter
referred to as the Classic community, has been to have the original version of the game officially
recreated. Parallel with this shift in game design philosophy, the number of active subscribers to the
game has declined, which may correlate with the claimed decrease in sociality within the game. In
late 2017, Blizzard announced that they have heard the Classic community and will comply by
recreating the original version of the game. Blizzard stated that they want to partner up with the
Classic community to hear what this community really wants out of this project. This led to other
complications since this community either had split opinions or was highly contested by other groups
of people who wanted to see this project take another course. So the problem is that neither the
community as whole or Blizzard can fully grasp what it is the Classic community really wants from
this project.
This is a unique situation and could be a major milestone in the MMO industry regarding game
design for social experiences and is therefore of both interest and importance to study. This study in
itself may not play a role in how WoW is recreated, but could very well play a role in learning about
game design for social experiences. This study therefore seeks to understand the players’ social
gaming experience within the contemporary as well as former version of World of Warcraft and how
this has changed in relation to features implemented in the game, as an attempt to clarify the voice
of the Classic community which currently lack unison. Since the approach of this study is to examine
the social gaming experiences of the players, it is to be considered phenomenology rooted in the
methods of User Experience Design (UXD). This study applies Yee’s (2006) model of motivations for
online play to define the social component of the game, which covers socializing, relationships and
teamwork, and takes a look at how the social affordances (Bradner 2001) has affected the social play
style. Social affordances, in short, refer to by an object enabled social interactions.
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2 Background
In order to study this matter there are a few essential components that requires attention: The game
itself, the tendencies and formation of social play and the community of players along with the
community-driven private servers that emulates former game versions. Before proceeding to the
lens and research question of this study, let us have a brief overview of these components starting
with an introduction to the game itself.

2.1 The Game
World of Warcraft is a MMORPG based upon the precedent WarCraft RTS (Real-Time Strategy) game
series by Blizzard Entertainment (commonly
referred to as Blizzard). As the game-title would
suggest, this game plays out in the world of
WarCraft, a large virtual world full of characters,
lore, cities, conflicts, dungeons and mythical
creatures. In order to enter this world, the player
must have created a character. In the initial game
version there were eight playable races, four for
the faction of The Alliance and four for the
faction of The Horde. There were a total of nine
playable classes originally in the game; some to
master the art of swinging weapons, some to
harness elemental forces, some to control
demons and dark magic, some to tame beasts
Figure 1 A troll taking a break on a hill, enjoying the view
and battle from afar, some to communicate with within World of Warcraft
nature and some to call upon the divine light. In this fantasy world, players are sent away by nonplayer characters to do quests or to slay creatures in order to gain experience and obtain higher
levels, new abilities and more powerful equipment. There are world bosses placed out in the world,
as well as dungeon and raid instances where players can group up to fight their way towards prestige
and powerful items. They can also fight each other, either eye to eye in duels or against players of
the opposing faction in either the massive open world or in instanced battlegrounds. To handle the
vast amount of players, the game separates them onto different servers, also known as realms. In
later versions of the game, realms would in various ways merge together to one the same server.
World of Warcraft was first released in late 2004 and is arguably the most successful MMORPG
throughout history, judging by its number of active subscriptions which peaked at 12 million during
October 2010 (Wowpedia 2018). This number has, however, had a stubborn decline since 2011 even
though it has spiked around new expansion releases. In July 2008 Blizzard Entertainment merged
together with Activision to form Activision Blizzard; it was around this time the number of active
subscriptions first ceased to increase, and would soon start to decline. Alongside their third-quarter
financial report in November 3rd 2015, Activision Blizzard (continuously referred to as ”Blizzard” in
this paper) announced that they would no longer provide information regarding the number of active
subscriptions to the game (VG247 2015; GameSpot 2015). This could have indicated an unwillingness
to publish numbers of active subscriptions that might have been continuously declining, though that
is left for speculations. What it does mean for this report in practice is that there is a lack of
information regarding the number of active subscriptions ever since. It is, however, of interest to find
out whether or not the changes made to the social affordances within the game plays an important
role in the decline of active subscriptions.
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2.2 Social Play in WoW
People have basic needs for social interactions and the way online games can support and amplify
social experiences and interactions could be essential to their popularity (Weibel et al. 2008).
Expansions to the game World of Warcraft has removed or brought changes to many affordances
within the game in order to reduce time needed to play as well as making the game easier to play
(Crenshaw & Nardi 2016). Some respondents in a study by Crenshaw and Nardi (2016) reported that
these changes to the game have had a negative impact on their social experience by reducing the
necessity of communication and collaboration with other players; many of which claim that the
original game (commonly referred to as Vanilla), prior to any expansion that is, encouraged social
interactions and supported solid social experiences (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016). Players in that study
reported that changes in the game contributed to the decline of in-game sociality (Crenshaw & Nardi
2016). Many of the changes in World of Warcraft have been implemented with the intentions of
making the game more accessible to a wider audience (O’Connor et al. 2015). Participants in a study
by O’Connor et al. (2015) complained over how the social experience has changed for the worse and
that the sense of community between players has been reduced after these changes to the game.
According to Crenshaw and Nardi (2016), the decline in active subscriptions parallel to these changes
could suggest that players are not as keen on playing MMO games that lacks sociality.
Interestingly, Chen, Duh and Renyi (2008) concluded that changes to the game during the first
expansion, The Burning Crusade (TBC), encouraged deeper rather than broader online relationships.
One of these changes was to reduce the maximum raid group size down to 25 players where it prior
to the expansion was up to 40 players. This change, Chen, Duh and Renyi (2008) argue, led to players
having better of a chance learning to know each other more personally throughout the entire group.
Respondents in their study also mentioned an increase in difficulties, both in raids and dungeons,
and suggested that this increased difficulty led to a higher degree of interdependency, commitment,
coordination and trust in the relationship between the players of the groups. Chen, Duh and Renyi
(2008) also brings up the example of how arenas – an instanced Player versus Player death matchtype of battleground with teams of two, three or five players – favored deep relationships with small
groups. Conclusive in this article, The Burning Crusade-expansion was found to favor small and dense
social networks in contrast to the large and shallow server-wide social networks in the original game
version (Chen, Duh & Renyi 2008).
During the endgame of the second expansion, Wrath of the Lich King (WotLK), Eklund and Johansson
(2010) found that the social interaction in Pick-Up Groups (PUGs), groups consisting of players
seeking to run the same instance, was to a large degree compromised in favor of speed and
efficiency for the instance run. The social interaction was kept to a low degree unless there were
multiple players from the same guild within that group. Eklund and Johansson (2010) argue that one
reason for this low level of social interaction was due to the low probability of ever meeting those
players again since the population available to join the group during this expansion was so vast and
that the effort to invest in these social relationships hence would be effort mostly to waste.
Noteworthy is that players from different servers could join the same raid group during this version
of the game, but could not add each other to their friend list during the first half of it nor meet them
anywhere else but in dungeon and raid groups. The joining of the groups was largely automatized –
the players usually got matched up into a group by an in-game feature rather than choosing one.
Eklund and Johansson (2010) concluded that the social interaction in these PUGs were instrumental
rather than sociable, much because the game design at this time supported instrumental interactions
over social ones. This conclusion finds support by Crenshaw (2016) who concluded that, while players
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would want to build and sustain social relationships in the game, the game design often encouraged
the players to focus on tasks for self-interest even if it may lead to negative consequences for other
players. Crenshaw together with LaMorte and Nardie (2017) also concluded that these changes
within World of Warcraft often has minimized the players need to interact and work together with
other players.

2.3 The Community
No doubt there is still a community of players in the game, though changes in the game that made it
more accessible to a broader audience seem to have diminished the feeling of community and the
tendencies in players to help each other out (Sarason, 1997 p. 157 in O’Connor 2015). As players can
solve the tasks and overcome the problems within the game without the need of social interactions
with others, the need for others is reduced which in turn can reduce the sense of community
(Sarason, 1997 p. 157 in O’Connor 2015). As the number of active subscribers to World of Warcraft
declines, the number of players on private servers has increased. It appears that many players who
quit the retail game do resort to older game versions emulated on these private servers.
2.3.1 Private Servers
There have been so called private servers up and running ever since the first expansion to the game
was released in 2007 (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016). A private server in this context is an unofficial server
emulating older versions of World of Warcraft. Usually emulated on the last iteration of the game
version (as in the last patch before the following expansion) in order to overcome the difficulty of
patching (updating the client for all players), these private servers have their content limited and
released over time so to simulate the progression that was in the official game. Private servers, while
being illegal use of intellectual property, have gained increase popularity over time. They are usually
located in Europe or Asia where they are harder for Blizzard, located in California, to shut down.
Some private servers modify the content of the game they are running, while some others aspire to
offer as blizzlike of a gaming experience as possible. The term blizzlike is a combination of the name
of the company behind the game, Blizzard Entertainment, and the word like as in similarity. Blizzlike,
hence, is an adjective used to describe how similar the game on the server is to how the game
originally was on official servers. Private servers has gained increased popularity over time as more
and more players seek to either relive or experience first-hand the game as how it used to be. Some
of these players seek to relive the social experience of playing with others on older game versions
(Crenshaw 2016; Crenshaw & Nardi 2016) where the social aspect were more prevalent (Crenshaw &
Nardi 2016) and necessary in order to progress through and enjoy the game. Crenshaw and Nardi
(2016) has found that the number of private servers has increased while the number of active
subscribers to retail World of Warcraft has declined. An exact figure of how many private World of
Warcraft-servers there has been is impossible to calculate, as some private servers has been strictly
private while others has been more commercial. There have been some few private servers that
really made a name for themselves, and a particularly interesting case is Nostalrius and its successors
which seem to have been the primary legacy and voice of the private server-scene ever since.
There is demand for the social gaming experience that the original World of Warcraft had to offer
and that later game version does not (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016). The quality of Nostalrius and
professionalism of its team succeeded to meet this demand for the social gaming experience by
emulating the original version of the game and reaching far beyond the critical mass needed to
recreate the social community. Nostalrius opened up to the public in the early 2015 and over
800,000 accounts (Wikipedia 2018b) were registered on this server, 150,000 of which were actively
being played at. Crenshaw, LaMorte and Nardi (2017) found that players rebuilt the social
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community, which they missed from the earlier versions of the game, on Nostalrius through in-game
stories, memories, struggles and concerns. The popularity of Nostalrius attracted the attention of
Blizzard who issued a cease and desist-letter to Nostalrius requesting them to shut down the server
(Daemon 2016). The Nostalrius-team answered by shutting down the server, leaving its community
and player base starved of their desire for this social gaming experience offered only by this original
game version. The community responded with a petition initiated by the Nostalrius Team collecting
over 200,000 signatures requesting the players’ right to enjoy the old game version on volunteerbased legacy servers (Nostalrius BEGINS 2016). This outcry from the community pressured Blizzard to
react. Blizzard invited the Nostalrius-team over to their headquarters to discuss the matter of private
servers supporting the original game version. This seemed very promising to the community, but
Blizzard soon ceased responding to Nostalrius. After 6 months of silence from Blizzard, Nostalrius
reacted by releasing the source code they had used in their emulation, as well as data for all the
accounts and characters on Nostalrius, to another private server at the time known as ValkyrieWoW. In late 2016, the server formerly known as Nostalrius was re-launched under the name of the
Elysium Project. Due to some corruption in the team running the project, the Elysium Project-server
was brought offline in October 2017. The server project later returned under the name of Light’s
Hope, online to this day.
In November 2017, J. Allen Brack, Production Director for World of Warcraft and Vice President for
Blizzard Entertainment, broke news at BlizzCon (Blizzard Entertainment 2017) that they would
officially recreate the original version of the game under the project name of World of Warcraft:
Classic. It was a rather ironic and somewhat apologetic choice of representative for these news, as he
has been rather infamous in the Classic community since the Q&A-session (Questions and Answers)
during BlizzCon 2013 where a member of the audience asked: ”Have you ever thought of adding
servers for previous expansions as they were then?” to which J. Allen Brack replied ”No. And by the
way, you don’t want that either. You think you do, but you don’t”. The latter sentence is being used
as an iconic as well as ironic sentence amongst the Classic community. In the aftermath of the
announcement that World of Warcraft: Classic was on its way, forums for World of Warcraft: Classic
has appeared both as a separate forum section on World of Warcraft’s official sites and on Reddit.
The Classic Community seems to have organized itself mainly on the Reddit-forum for Classic WoW.
Prior to this forum, this community has generally been spread out across many different forums for
many different private servers. Since the appearance of these forums, this community has had a
much better platform to gather, organize, and seek consensus.

2.4 The Lens
So to study how these changes in the game have impacted the social experiences, we need a lens. In
this study, User Experience Design (UXD) is applied as the primary lens. User Experience Design has
evolved from interaction design as an extension by recognizing and emphasizing the experience in
interactions and focusing on designing for these experiences, while traditional interaction design
revolves around the attribute of usability. Usability is defined in ISO 9241-11 (ISO 2018) as ”[...]
extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” The usability of a system
can be investigated by various means, one of the more popular ones being to use the 10 Usability
Heuristics for User Interface Design (Nielsen, 1995). A few examples of these usability heuristics are
visibility of system status, user control and freedom and error prevention. Using these heuristics to
measure the usability of World of Warcraft might very well work to find out how practical and
intuitive the game is, but it would not do much good in studying the players’ experience of playing
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the game. Usability says nothing about the fun, immersion, sociality or challenges in a system such as
a game. That is where User Experience proves useful.
2.4.1 User Experience
The term User Experience (UX) was coined in 1993 by Donald Norman, cognitive scientist and
usability engineer (Nielsen 2017). In a letter to Merholz (2007), Norman explained that he coined the
term User Experience because he considered ”usability” to be too narrow of a term. Rather, Norman
wanted something that extended beyond usability and included all the aspects of a user’s experience
with a system, such as the graphical design, the user interface, the physical interaction and the
manual. Just like how Norman considered usability to be insufficient to cover the users’ experiences,
usability is also considered in this study to be insufficient in the study of the players’ social
experience. Instead, this study will naturally apply a UXD-approach in order to explore the actual
experiences of social interactions within World of Warcraft by focusing on the user experiences.
Good usability serves as a prerequisite for a good user experience. With the greatest of usability,
achieving a certain goal with effectiveness and efficiency in a system should be as effortless and
intuitive as possible. In the case of games, however, practical usability might sometimes reduce
experienced aspects such as fun, mystery, adventures and the overcoming of challenges by simply
taking shortcuts to the final results. Arguably, even considerably bad usability could include these
experienced aspects: a bug or an exploit in the game would be bad usability but could lead to great
fun; a lack of information followed by a need to explore would be bad usability, but could lead to an
intriguing mystery; underwhelming means of travelling quickly around the virtual world would be
bad usability, but could lead to great and memorable adventures; and a challenge hard if not
impossible to overcome alone, would definitively be bad usability but could very well lead to a
gathering of strangers co-operating to overcome a great challenge and becoming friends. So while
good user experiences generally require good usability, the latter in its popular form may not always
be suitable for the means in every situation. As for games like World of Warcraft, usability can very
much be applied to aspects such as login screens, character selection screens, menus and interface
to make them useful, but it is less applicable on the actual gameplay experience. As in WoW, several
features of the interface directly affect parts of the gameplay experience by modifying or skipping
parts of it. For these reasons, features implemented in the game –while practical and convenient for
the players– may diminish what it means to be a game. This study therefore applies a UXD-approach
by looking beyond usability to the user experiences.
According to Hartson and Pyla (2012) as well as to the general consensus in UX Design, the iterative
process cycle of UX Design consists of four basic phases: analyzing, designing, prototyping and
evaluating. The phase of analyzing is about studying the users’ work and needs. In this phase, the
users’ interaction with the system or prototype is analyzed in order to better understand the users
work and needs. The design phase is about creating interaction design concepts. Since the system of
interest in this study is the complete World of Warcraft-game up to and including the expansion
Warlords of Draenor (WoD), the phase of design is not relevant in this study. The prototyping phase
is about realizing the design(s) by modeling it in prototypes, though in the case of this study the
design prototype already exists as a finished and tested product. The evaluation phase is about
testing and evaluating these designs to see whether or not they succeed to meet the users’ needs
and requirements. It is in this phase of evaluation where this study can and intends to contribute to
the process cycle. In order to see how well the design of WoW and its features implemented over
time meets the users’ needs and requirements, a preparative survey was shared to three forums: the
official European forum for World of Warcraft: Classic, the Reddit forum for World of Warcraft:
Classic, and the Reddit forum for World of Warcraft as the contemporary game. This survey sought to
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generalize the players’ conception of how the implemented features have affected their social
gaming experience. Qualitative interviews followed this survey covering the same topic in-depth.
2.4.2 The Social Experience
Yee (2006) studied motivations for play in online games and found ten motivational subcomponents
that he categorized in three overarching components: achievement, social and immersion. According
to Yee’s (2006) model, the achievement-component included motivational factors such as
advancement in the game, mastering of the game mechanics, and competition with other players;
the social component included the motivational factors of socializing, creating relationships and
having teamwork with other players in the game; and the immersion-component covered
motivations from discovering the game world, role-playing within the game, customizing the avatar
and to escape reality. This study defines the social component according to Yee’s (2006) model.
Within the three subcomponents of social in this model are a total of ten forms of social interaction.
The socializing subcomponent consists of casual chatting, helping others, and making friends; the
relationship subcomponent consists personal relations, self-disclosure, finding and giving support;
and the teamwork subcomponent consists of collaboration, grouping and group achievements.
Snodgrass et al. (2012) used Yee’s (2006) model in a study intended to explore the positive as well as
negative gaming experiences derived from the three components of the model; achievement, social
and immersion. They found that achievement was strongly associated with distressful play, while
social and immersion more typically led to positive gaming experiences. When combined together
two and two, these components resulted in some interesting experiences. Achievement together
with social could lead to the negative experience of external pressure, social and temporal
obligations as well as peer pressure and performance-based group events. Achievement combined
with immersion was found to be strongly related to problematic play as players then could get so lost
in the game that they forgot to eat, sleep and take care of their health as well as important real-life
matters. Social, when combined with immersion, was the combination most likely to deliver a
positive gaming experience. A conclusion drawn from this article could be that social overall is the
component most likely to lead to a positive gaming experience. This conclusion finds support in
various other studies such as one by Skouverøe and Krangnes (2011) where it was found that the
social factor was the most meaningful one for play, compared with the two other themes of identity
and gameplay. Another support to this conclusion is found in a study by Eklund and Johansson (2010)
in which the respondents claimed the social aspect to be the most important one and that the
relationships with other players were essential for their social gaming experience. According to
Skouverøe and Krangnes (2011) it appears that the respondents experienced the social culture like a
virtual hometown where they as players felt affiliation and emotional attachment. In another study
by Liu and Chang (2016), mediated motives were being compared with interpersonal motives for
playing online games. They defined mediated motives as entertainment, the passing of time, and
escapism from reality. Interpersonal motives were defined as social interaction and playing with
others. From the results, Liu and Chang (2016) concluded that interpersonal motives played a more
important role than mediated motives in the motivation for players to play online games. Other
studies indicate that playing against other people rather than against computers led to increased
social competition and a higher grade of immersion (Weibel et al. 2008) and that the social
competition against as well as cooperation with other players was especially motivational for online
gaming on personal computers (Gabrielsson, Persson & Wallberg 2017). A study by Snodgrass et al.
(2013) explored what motivated players of the three different motivational components
(achievement, social and immersion) from Yee’s (2006) model to keep playing the game. They found
that, generally, achievement-players stayed for rare treasures and powerful equipment; that social-
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players stayed for time-consuming communities and cooperation; and that immersion-players stayed
to systematically escape troubles of the real world.
This cited literature all seem to point to the common result of the social component being the most
important one in the creation of a meaningful and positive online gaming experience. This social
component will in this paper be broken down into more tangible and studiable social affordances.
2.4.3 Social Affordances
An affordance is something that enables an action. The concept was first introduced by J.J. Gibson
(1979 in Crenshaw & Nardi 2016) as a mean of explaining how animals perceive the environment.
Gibson (1979 in Crenshaw & Nardi 2016) defined the affordances of the environment as ”what it
offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill”. The concept of affordances
has been used in other contexts such as in psychology where it can describe object affordances as
objects usability in relation to human perception (Bradner 2001). Bradner (2001) proposed adopting
the concept of affordances into social factors in CMC (Computer-Mediated Communications) where
she used the term social affordance to describe social dimensions of groupware usage. She defined
social affordance as ”the relationship between the properties of an object and the social
characteristics of a given group that enable particular kinds of interactions among members of that
group”. In her paper, she exemplifies object affordance as where the object, a doorknob, affords the
user to grasp and turn the knob. She elaborates on the example into social affordance where the
object, a door now with a glass window, affords the social action of seeing a passerby through the
glass window and refrain slamming the door open onto that passerby.
In the study of this paper, the listed software components in the form of features within the online
game World of Warcraft are seen as objects which affords the player social interactions with other
players, and social affordances are defined as the social interactions which these objects affords the
user. For instance, the Looking For Group-interface tool, as seen in chapter 2.4.3, is in itself not a
social affordance but an object which affords the player to find other players for the same dungeon
as a social affordance. Yee’s (2006) model is used to define what social actually mean in the context
of social affordances. Since social in this model consists of three subcomponents which in turn
consist of a total of ten forms of social interaction, the features presented in this study will be
considered according to which subcomponent of social and which form(s) of social interaction they
support. Not every social affordance, therefore, are of the same type; some objects affords the
players to chat with each other, while some other objects affords the players to collaborate. These
forms of social interactions are, however, not exclusive; a feature could afford the player several
different forms of social interactions in different ways or in one way combined. Crenshaw and Nardi
(2016) had a look at how a small number of objects for social affordances in WoW affected the social
play. The study of this paper takes a similar approach but widens the scope to a greater number of
objects for social affordances and combines quantitative with qualitative data. Hopes are that this
greater scope with combined quantitative and qualitative data can generate a deeper understanding
of the relationship between objects of social affordances and social experiences within the game.

2.5 The Research Question
This study directs focus on the social component since the results from this above cited literature
deem the social component to be the most important one for the creation of a meaningful and
positive gaming experience. In this study, changes to the social affordances within the game are to
be studied. To investigate these changes, the timeline-article on WoWWiki (2018a) was examined for
features implemented in the game that may have had an impact on the social gaming experience.
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These features were further examined in detail primarily on their corresponding article on WoWWiki.
A timeline was drawn with the elements of features selected as relevant, game version releases and
two announcements from Blizzard: the first announcement was that Blizzard will no longer report
the number of active subscribers, and the second announcement was the release date of Battle for
Azeroth together with the announcement of the project to recreate the original game version as
World of Warcraft: Classic. This timeline (see Figure 2) include a graph of active subscriptions based
on Blizzards official reports. The research question that followed was hence formulated as: Which
consequences has the implementation of these features had on the social gaming experience?
In an attempt to answer this research question, these features and game versions were subjects of
the questions in a survey and some later subjects of the questions in interviews with individuals
having broad experience with playing World of Warcraft. The answers would contribute to a better
understanding of how these changes have affected players’ social gaming experience and what social
gaming experience the players seek from the original game version. Hopefully, answers will be good
to generalize upon MMO as a genre in order to create a more positive and social gaming experience
for MMO players overall.

2.6 The Scope: Objects for Social Affordances in World of Warcraft
Features implemented in the game are in this paper considered as objects for social affordances. The
features included in this study were picked from the timeline-article on WoWWiki (2018a) based on
their deemed relevance towards the social gaming experience. In this subchapter 2.6 a thorough list
describing these features and what social interaction they afford is being presented. While the
seventh expansion is soon to be released, only five expansions were covered in this study. This is
because no reliable and thorough sources were available regarding eventual features and number of
active subscribers for Legion, the sixth expansion, and that the seventh expansion, Battle for Azeroth,
had yet to be released when this study took place. Another argument to why Legion was excluded in
this study is so that the responses then fall back on memories of each game version rather than on
their experiences today. This leads to fairer judgments since the answers regarding the earlier game
versions inevitably relies on memories. The exception would be when the respondents are playing on
private servers – although private servers can emulate any game version. Most commonly these
private servers appear to emulate the first three game versions: Vanilla, The Burning Crusade, and
Wrath of the Lich King.
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Figure 2 Timeline over game version releases (green), announcements (purple) and objects for social affordances (blue)
deemed relevant, with a graph of active subscribers in the background. The game versions include the original game
version (Vanilla), The Burning Crusade (TBC), Wrath of the Lich King (WotLK), Cataclysm (Cata) Mists of Pandaria (MoP),
Warlords of Draenor (WoD) and Legion. An interactive version of this timeline is available at
https://time.graphics/line/83876

2.6.1 Battlegrounds
Battlegrounds were introduced to World of Warcraft in June 2005. Battlegrounds are instanced
zones affording the players to fight alongside other players in their faction against a group of players
from the opposing faction over PvP (Player versus Player) objectives. Initially, only two battlegrounds
were added: Warsong Gulch, which is a typical Capture the Flag-type of battleground with up to ten
players from each faction; and Alterac Valley which is more of a large-scale warfare battleground
with none-player characters and objective-buildings where up to 40 players from each faction can
battle. Later during the original game version, Arathi Basin was added as a third battleground. In this
battleground up to 15 players from each faction could fight over objective points in a resource race.
More battlegrounds were added later in the game with various PvP objectives. This object for social
affordances primarily supports teamwork (Yee 2006) as social interaction.
2.6.2 Cross-Realm Battlegrounds
In August 22 Cross-Realm (X-Realm) Battlegrounds were implemented. This meant that players from
different servers, but in the same battlegroup, could join the same battleground. A battlegroup is a
set collection of servers from which players could meet each other in the same battlegrounds. In
practice, aside from faster queue times, X-Realm Battlegrounds made the players meet a larger
variation of characters from multiple different servers. Prior to X-Realm Battlegrounds, when the
pool of characters meeting each other was limited to one the same server, players commonly met
much the same players in the battlegrounds and hence learned to know each other quite well. When
the number of players a player would meet within this battleground expanded multiplicatively as a
result of X-Realm Battlegrounds, it became rarer for a player to spot other familiar players in these
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battlegrounds. Just like its predecessor Battlegrounds, this feature, too, primarily support teamwork
(Yee 2006).
2.6.3 Looking For Group (LFG-interface tool)
In December 5th, 2006, Blizzard implemented a Looking For
Group-interface tool (see Figure 4 and 5) to make it easier
for players to find other players looking to run the same
dungeon. Initially, long before this LFG-interface tool, the
only tool intended for dungeon group formation was the
LookingForGroup chat channel. This chat channel was zone
specific rather than global and therefore not very effective.
Instead, many players relied on directly asking guild
members, friends or strangers for interest in joining the
group to run the dungeon together. Eventually Blizzard
implemented meeting stones within the game, one placed
outside each dungeon. These meeting stones were meant
to automatize the group finding process. The mechanics
Figure 3 A meeting stone outside the dungeon
were simple: players could approach these meeting stones Wailing Caverns within World of Warcraft
and right click on them in order to queue up for the respective dungeon. If other players had
interacted or came to interact with the same meeting stone in order to queue up for the same
dungeon, these players would automatically be grouped up. This way of forming groups was
relatively unused and generally considered a failed feature. Later on the LookingForGroup chat
channel would become globally linked although only to major cities.
So in December 2006, this Looking For Group-interface tool (LFG-interface tool) was implemented,
the LookingForGroup chat channel removed and meeting stones were converted into a mechanic for
summoning other players. The removal of the LookingForGroup chat channel led to players utilizing
the globally linked and major city-restricted Trade chat channel for group formations instead. For this
reason Blizzard re-implemented the LookingForGroup chat channel again in the next major patch,
though made it available only when using the Looking For Group-interface tool. The Looking For
Group-interface tool allowed players to list themselves for up to three dungeons (or other tasks such
as quests or raids) simultaneously and offered a comment section for the player to write and for the
others to see. The implementation of this Looking For Group-interface tool removed much of the
need of approaching other players in the game in order to form dungeon groups. This
LookingForGroup tool affords the players social interactions in the form of teamwork (Yee 2006) by
supporting the formation of groups, while reducing the necessity of social interactions in the form of
socializing such as chatting casually, helping others or even making friends, during the group
formation process.
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Figure 5 The Looking For More-tab, within the
Looking For Group-interface tool, where groups
could find additional players for the task

Figure 4 The Looking For Group-interface tool
during The Burning Crusade expansion

2.6.4 Arenas
Arenas were implemented to World of Warcraft the 5th of December 2006. Arenas are small-scale
death match-type of PvP battlegrounds where two teams consisting of 2, 3 or 5 players each face
each other off and fight for survival. Arenas put a lot of emphasis on teamwork (Yee 2006) but should
not be underestimated as a mean of building strong relationships; as found in the study of Chen, Duh
and Renyi (2008), the small, intimate and compact team size as well as the requirement of
coordination encouraged the forming of deep social relationship between players in the same teams.
2.6.5 Voice Chat
In September 25, 2007, Voice Chat was implemented in World of Warcraft. This feature allowed
members of in-game groups to join voice chat channels which afforded socializing, collaboration and
building or sustaining relationships (Yee 2006). It was easy to set up and use, but if the player
disconnected from the game, that player also disconnected from the voice chat and could not speak
to other group members nor tell them about their disconnection. Voice Chat never broke through in
popularity and hence had a hard time reaching critical mass. It was more common and practical for
players to use external software for voice chatting.
2.6.6 Achievements
Achievements were added to the game in October 14, 2008. With this feature, certain achievements,
such as reaching level 10 or obtaining a legendary weapon, was automatically documented for each
player and allowed the players to compare their achievements with others. Some achievement
required or was made easier by grouping up with other players, affording teamwork (Yee 2006) as
incitement, while other achievements were possible and sometimes even easier to do alone. This
feature was especially supportive for the achieve-component (Yee 2006) since it offered proof to
some of what a player had succeeded with.
2.6.7 Enchanting Vellums
In the same patch that brought achievements in October 14, 2008, the new profession inscription
was implemented. This profession allowed the crafting of Enchanting Vellums, amongst many other
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objects, which could absorb enchants from an enchanter and be sold on the auction house directly
for someone to purchase and apply to their equipment. Prior to these Enchanting Vellums, players
had to socialize (Yee 2006) to find an enchanter to help them obtain enchantments on their
equipment – a trading process that usually required trust.
2.6.8 Mandatory Battle.net-account merge
While not a feature in-game that directly affected the social interactions within the game, this
mandatory merge of accounts into Battle.net-accounts were a prerequisite for later changes to social
affordances within the game. The last day an account could be used without having merged into a
Battle.net account was October 12, 2009. A Battle.net-account required an email to log into, while
non-Battle.net-accounts required a username.
2.6.9 Improved Dungeon Finder and Cross-Realm Instance Grouping
In December 8, 2009, the Looking For Groupinterface tool was developed into Dungeon Finder. In
the Dungeon Finder, players could queue up for
dungeons in one or several roles such as tank, healer,
damage dealer and the non-exclusive role of leader,
and automatically group up with other players
looking to do the same dungeon. There are two key
differences between the Dungeon Finder and the
Looking For Group-interface tool when it comes to
the social aspect. The first key difference is that the
group formation was automatized by the Dungeon
Finder, and the second key difference is that players,
when joining the group, were automatically
teleported to the dungeon. Prior to this teleportation Figure 6 Dungeon Finder where players could search for
other players or groups for dungeons. Image from
mechanic, players had to either move their
http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/File:Patch_3.3_LFD.jpg
characters to the dungeon or be summoned by other
group members using the meeting stone. As a result of this automatizing the group formation
process and instantaneous means of travelling to the dungeon, the time and incentives for the
members of the group to socialize and build relationships (Yee 2006) was reduced for groups formed
through Dungeon Finder.
This Dungeon Finder removed both the necessity of
players to manually look for other group members to
do dungeons with as well as the necessity of
travelling through the world to the dungeons
location. This removed much of the time and
incentives for social interactions in the form of
socializing and building relationships (Yee 2006).
Another key difference in the social aspect is that
Dungeon Finder grouped up players not only from
the same server – but players from across multiple
servers. Just like X-Realm Battlegrounds, this led to a
much bigger player pool. Crenshaw and Nardi (2016)
found that this Cross-Realm (X-Realm) Dungeon
finder mechanic changed how players interacted with

Figure 7 When a group has been found for the
dungeon, the player is offered the choice of either
joining the group and entering the dungeon, or to leave
the queue. Image from
http://wowwiki.wikia.com/wiki/File:Patch_3.3_LFD_gro
up_formed.jpg
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their groups; players grouped through this Dungeon Finder were less concerned with sustaining or
building reputations and relationships with other group members from different realms since they
were unlikely to ever meet again after the dungeon. Some respondents in Crenshaw and Nardi
(2016) stated that automatized group formations led to players disregarding each other, while more
or less objectified other players as non-human. Many players claim the social experience to be an
appealing and charming part of MMO games, and that this Dungeon Finder diminished
communication within the group as well as reduced players’ loyalty to the group (Crenshaw & Nardi
2016). Since the Dungeon Finder quickly could find replacements for players leaving the dungeon,
players and their loyalty to the group were no longer as important and the social experience was
reduced to instrumental at best (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016).
2.6.10 Real ID
Since November 11, 2009, all World of Warcraft-accounts are required to have merged into a
Battle.net account in order to be playable. While World of Warcraft-accounts traditionally had a
username at the logging in-process, Battle.net-accounts required an email address instead. As a
follow-up action made possible after the World of Warcraft accounts merged into Battle.netaccounts, Real ID was implemented in June 22, 2010. Real ID was basically your social account
identity. Players could hereby add each other per Real ID, instead of just a specific character name,
to see whenever that player is online rather than that character. The social infrastructure of World of
Warcraft-players became more personal and extended to outside the game server. RealID afforded
improved social interactions in the form socializing and relationship (Yee 2006) and made it more
accessible without the use of external services. Before Real ID, there was no way a player could
properly communicate with a player of the opposing faction in-game. The only means of
communication between factions were to either communicate with actions such as emotes, body
languages and abilities, or to have a secondary account with a character of the opposing faction to
speak with the opposing player. As Real ID showed the name of the player and made communication
with this player more accessible, the anonymity behind a character’s name and the solitude of being
able to play on a new or secret character in peace was at risk.
2.6.11 Raid Finder (LFR)
Along with the improved Dungeon Finder, a Looking For Raid (LFR)-interface tool was implemented
in December 8, 2009. It appeared and functioned in a similar way to the Looking For Group-interface
tool but was directed towards raid groups. A raid is basically a dungeon in a larger scale, with group
size varying between 10 to 40 players depending on game version and raid instance. In the end of
November, 2011, this Looking For Raid-interface tool was replaced by Raid Finder. Raid Finder
worked very similar to Dungeon Finder but for raids rather than dungeons, and presumably had a
similar impact on the social aspect. Raid Finder and Dungeon Finder were later merged as two
different tabs into the same interface window.
2.6.12 Cross-Realm Zones
In late August 2012, Cross-Realm (X-Realm) Zones were implemented to the game. This meant that
low-populated zones could be temporarily merged together with other servers to raise the
population. X-Realm Zones afforded the players to see and to most extent interact with players from
other servers. The populations of zones in-game were no longer limited to one server. A player could
walk around and see as well as interact with players from another server, whose names would be
seen as ”[Server] – [Character name]” to anyone from another server. X-Realm Zones led to more
homogeneous population numbers across zones as intended. Zones that could be rather empty of
players on one server prior to the implementation of X-Realm Zones could now have a very average
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population instead. While practical, X-Realm Zones diminished some of the uniqueness of servers
and has also been found to reduce the sense of realm community as well as create a strong
competition for the natural resources in these zones (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016). Just like for Dungeon
Finder, this change in the game was found by Crenshaw and Nardi (2016) to encourage players to
play more alone and independently of others, despite affording socializing and teamwork (Yee 2006)
as more accessible between players.
2.6.13 Flexible Raid Difficulty
In September 10, 2013, Flexible Raid Difficulty was implemented in the game. Flexible Raid Difficulty
meant that the difficulty of the raid instance was relative to the number of players in the raid group,
varying from ten players up to 25. In the original game version, some raids were tuned for raid
groups of 40 players. In the expansions up to Flexible Raid Difficulty, raids were tuned for groups of
either ten or 25 players. A raid group was no longer required to consist of ten, 25 or 40 players to run
the raid instance – but it was definitely easier if you had as many as possible. Flexible Raid Difficulty
was initially a tier of difficulty by itself, put between normal mode and Looking For Raid-mode.
Flexible Raid Difficulty was later made part of the Looking For Raid, Normal and Heroic raid difficulty
making these set group sizes obsolete – aside from in Mythic difficulty where the raid group size was
still tuned to a set number. It is no doubt practical to have the raid difficulties scaling with the
number of players in the group. This way, it was easier to rally a pair of friends, guild members or
perhaps some strangers and dive right into the raid as soon as the group felt right. If one or multiple
players wanted to join or leave, that would not be as much of a problem now as the difficulty scaled
accordingly. This has, however as most other sociopractical changes, an impact on the social
experience. It was no longer necessary to have enough friends or guild members available, or to find
some stranger to add up the number. It was now more accessible to run the raid instances as a smallscale gang; no need to interact with strangers. Flexible Raid Difficulty therefore likely affects the
social dependency in the game.
2.6.14 Connected Realms
Connected Realms, implemented at the same time as Flexible Raid Difficulty, is what it sounds like.
Certain realms were connected with each other permanently into a heterogeneous merge of realms.
While seemingly similar to X-Realm Zones, Connected Realms is permanent and global rather than
temporary and zone-specific. As for many other changes to the social affordances, Connected Realms
expanded the community size to cover multiple servers making it less common to find familiar faces
amongst the crowd of players.
2.6.15 Garrisons
Garrisons, implemented in mid-November 2014, is Blizzards version of player housing. A garrison is
an instanced location in the game world unique to every character that obtains one. A garrison is
basically a base for the player where the player can gather resources, construct useful buildings,
recruit followers and send followers on missions. Since the garrison is instanced and unique to every
character, players will not see or interact with other players while in their garrison unless the player
invites another player over into his or her garrison. Garrisons is hence a feature for solitude and
social independence.
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3 Methods
The unit of analysis is individuals with experience from having played World of Warcraft in any game
version. First, a quantitative web survey was created and released on three different forums: the
European-official forum for World of Warcraft: Classic, the Reddit forum for World of Warcraft:
Classic, and the Reddit forum for the contemporary retail game World of Warcraft. Using different
links for different forums enabled the separation of the answers per link and forum, so that the
individual forum groups could be analyzed and compared to each other. This helped to distinguish
between general consensus and overpowering through bias. This survey sought a generalized
understanding of how the social experience of the players had varied in relation to the
implementation of certain features in the game, as well as the releases of expansions. The results of
the survey contributed to the design and scope of semi-structured interviews that followed, covering
the same subject and a similar structure more in-depth. The interviews followed a similar structure
to the survey, as they were much based upon results from a very similar survey submitted to and
answered by the interviewees prior to the actual interviews.

3.1 The Survey
The survey covered how the players’ social gaming experience has changed in relation to objects of
social affordances, the features, implemented in the game as well as the expansions released up to
and including Warlords of Draenor. The purpose of this quantitative survey was never to obtain
detailed and reliable data covering the players’ social experience in relation to changes made within
the game. That was left to the interviews. The purpose of this quantitative survey was rather to
generalize from statistics which features had had the most significant impact on the players’ social
gaming experience and to some extent what type of impact, how it manifested itself and also how
the players’ social experience had varied across the different game versions. Hopes with this survey
were mainly to find indications of what features or tendencies was of special interest to cover with
the interviews. As this survey was quantitative, the results were intentionally shallow and general
rather than detailed. In this survey, players were asked during which game versions they have played
the game, to rank the expansions according to the quality of their social experience, and how the
implemented features had affected their social gaming experience. The features were listed in order
from when they were implemented in the game, so to make it easier for the respondent to relate his
or her experience from a certain time period with the implementation and usage of the feature. It
was common for these features to be successors or predecessors to each other, which strengthened
the need of sorting them after implementation date. Every question in the survey was formatted
either as a matter of ranking or in Likert scale. The questions were formulated to be as clear yet
concise as possible. Regarding the Likert scales, an uneven number of options were granted to
enable the answer of neither for when the respondent had not experienced any difference in the
social experience.
A purposeful sampling method was used since the subject of interest was experiences specific to
playing World of Warcraft. The more experience the player had, the better. The first question in the
survey asked the respondent during which game versions, up to Warlords of Draenor, he or she had
actively played for at least one month. This question was mandatory to answer in order to continue
through the survey. If the player had not played actively for at least one month during either game
version, that respondent could not proceed through the survey without stating a false answer. Hence
this purposeful sampling method could be considered a purposeful criterion sampling method where
the inclusion criterion was having played for at least one month during any game version.
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There were originally six forums from which this study was hoping to find respondent groups: the EUofficial forum for the current game version, the EU-official forum for the Classic-project, the USofficial forum for the current game version, the US-official forum for the Classic-project, the Redditforum for the current game version, and the Reddit-forum for the Classic-project. Posting on the USofficial forums required a US account, which was unavailable, and posting on the EU-official forum
for the current game version required an account with an active subscription, which was also
unavailable. The EU-official forum for the Classic-project, however, only required an account and not
an active subscription; this was available in this study. The Reddit-forums required a Reddit-account,
which was freely available. This is why only the three forums were used; EU-official forum for the
Classic-project, and the Reddit-forum for both the current game version and for the Classic-project.
So the survey was spread by being posted in three different forums: the European-official forum for
World of Warcraft: Classic and the two Reddit forums for World of Warcraft: Classic and the
contemporary World of Warcraft, which for the time being was Legion. For each of these forums, a
different link was used as to enable the separation of the answers from these three different
populations. Without the separation of the results only the most general answers would be shown
which could be imbalanced towards the bigger population size from whichever forum. By separating
these results according to the forums in which the different links were spread, a better index is
granted of if and how the general consensus differs between these populations. Would the results
differ significantly, this separation could be necessary even more so if the number of respondents
vary in size per population – which would be expected- so that the total generalization would not
favor one of the populations. Since the responses from these populations can and will be treated
separated per respondent group, aside from added up in a broader generalization, this method of
sampling could be considered to be a stratified purposeful criterion sampling method. This method
was useful in the way that it sought out respondents with certain experiences of the game, and
allowed the results to be distinguished per group so to realize the power of bias from the in essence
two different communities.
The survey was open for three days after which new input was disabled. It was open for three days
so to generate sufficient amount of respondents while also limiting the time for organized waves of
intended statistical bias through the entries of false answers in order to affect the outcome of the
Classic-project. This was deemed necessary since an earlier web based survey released on several
Reddit (Xeonisius 2017) forums suffered these intended statistical biases from a movement
motivated to change the outcome of the Classic-project by projecting a false target audience after a
Blizzard-official Community Manager had responded to one of these posts (Xeonisius 2017) in which
the survey was published and began monitoring the results. Blizzard had since before stated that
they want to partner with and listen to the community for how they want the recreation of the
Classic game version to take place. The survey was spread to many of these other sources from
where people not necessarily interested in answering honestly or to see the Classic-project succeed
would respond to the survey. This led to skewed results which no longer represented the primary
target audience or the members of the Reddit forum for World of Warcraft. Comments were made,
posts were submitted and videos uploaded regarding this incident. The results from that survey were
no longer very valid.
What happened to that survey inspired to limit the sampling to the survey in this study to three
different forums with one link for each forum, enabling the filtering of answers per forum and link. It
also inspired to keep the survey of this study discretely within the boundaries of these concerned
communities, as well as limiting the time-window during which answers were enabled to three days
so that this bias movement would be less likely to occur. The results of the survey was kept hidden
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from the respondents so to avoid organized biases and premature discussions regarding these results
before they were final and analyzed. It was stated in the posts where the survey-links were first
published that the results will be made public in the post-analysis phase.
As stated in the description of the survey, each respondent were to remain anonymous and the
results would be used for future qualitative interviews and may also be shared with Blizzard, would
they have interest in them for the Classic-project. No sensitive data or personal information was
required, requested nor collected by this survey.

3.2 The Interviews
The results of the survey served as a basis to qualitative, semi-structured VoIP (Voice over Internet
Protocol)-based interviews intended to gather more in-depth and valid understanding of how the
social gaming experience within World of Warcraft has changed in accordance to implemented
features over time. These interviews followed the general interview guide approach (Patton 2002) so
to extract rich, qualitative response from the interviewees about their experiences while sustaining
focus on the topic of the changing social experiences within World of Warcraft. Before the actual
interviews, the interviewee was given a similar copy of the survey form. The answers granted by the
interviewee onto these survey questions were used in the interviews either based on extremities or
in contrast to the answers in the preparatory survey study. In these interviews, open-ended
presupposition lead-in questions (Patton 2002) were used to stimulate the interviewees’ thoughts of
actually having had an experience, rather than asking whether or not they have had these
experiences. The primary questions were based on the survey; features deemed by the result of the
survey to have had a high or in some way particularly interesting impact on the players’ social
experience were the primary subject of the feature-based questions. Follow-up questions were
mostly improvised, revolving around the interviewees’ social experience in relation to in-game
features. Initially, features were considered as having had a high impact if their mean total of the
third question in the survey (see figure 10 in chapter 4.1.3) had 0,5 or greater value in difference
from the value of 3,0 representing neither positive or negative impact. In some cases the features’
mean total in this question had less than 0,5 value in difference from 3,0, but were still subject of the
interview question; this could be the case if the feature had a significant value difference of 1,0 or
greater from any particular respondent group. For features to have had considerably high or low
results for the fourth and fifth question (see figure 11 in chapter 4.1.4 and figure 12 in chapter 4.1.5),
a mean total value difference of at least 0,3 from the value neither (2,0) was required; or in some
cases 0,5 or greater value difference for a specific respondent group. In practice of the interviews,
however, it was more dynamic. The features with interestingly high or low gradation were still more
frequently subject to questions than those without. Although which features or how many were
subjects of questions were more often than not determined by the interviewee’s gradation in
contrast to the total mean gradation from the survey study results, how much time the interview
seemed to take, or if they became a relevant subject throughout the interviews. This means that
features that were moderately graded in the survey study results as well as by the respective
interviewee were the most unlikely to be subject of interview questions.
The questions were designed to set the scope as a platform for the interviewee to share his or her
stories. Inspired by Skouverøe and Krangnes (2011) where the interviewees appeared to experience
the social culture like a virtual hometown, the questions in these interviews were designed as openended allowing the interviewees to feel that their own personal experiences were essential and
treasured, and that they could show us around in their ”virtual hometown”. The task of the
interviewer guide, aside from asking the questions, was to encourage the interviewee to put
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emphasis on his or her subjective experience and to spare no relevant experiential detail. Some of
these questions were introduced with prefatory statements or announcements (Patton 2002) using
data from the survey results, i e “in a preparative, quantitative survey, a majority [of a certain target
group] responded that X, have you felt/experienced/seen...” This interview applied a top-down
approach starting out with the more general and broad topics such as game version-based question
as a warm-up in an attempt to offer the interviewee more time to get comfortable and to collect his
or her of thoughts, before being asked more detailed questions. So at first, the interviewees were
asked about their experience with each game version. Whenever a interviewee claimed experience
from the Vanilla game version, and less frequently from other game versions, they were asked
whether that experience were from official or private servers. If the latter, that experience was
further asked about since different private servers can emulate the game version differently. The
answer on the question of game version experience set the scope for which features to cover in the
rest of the interview; there would be no point asking them about features which implementation and
impact they never experienced. Secondly, they were asked about the quality of their social
experience per experienced game version. Then the interviewees were asked about how their social
experiences, interactions and depth-of-relations changed in relation to the implementation of each
relevant feature. Relevant features includes those features whose implementation and impact was
experienced by the interviewee. During these stages, follow-up questions and positive feedback were
used to encourage the interviewee to share more details about his or her experiences. Finally, the
interviewees were asked about their age and offered to freely add anything they thought could be
relevant or interesting. The variable of age could very well be relevant to the interviewees’
experience. For instance, the experience of a certain game version could be vastly different for an
eight year old than for a thirty year old. During the interview, the interview-guide used the timeline
(see figure 2) as a visual support to filter out the irrelevant features while going through the relevant
ones, while also contrasting the interviewees’ survey answers against the survey study results (see
figure 8 through 13). No definitive time limit was set by the interview-guide as to avoid pressuring
the interviewee to limit the details and thoroughness of his or her responses. Instead, the interviewguide asked the interviewee beforehand how much time he or she had to spare. It was generally
preferential to stick to about an hour. The interviews were actively customized to fit any eventual
time limits. Before any of these interviews were carried out, a test interview was simulated with the
purpose of highlighting eventual problems or difficulties that may arise during an interview with the
pre-determined structure, so that those problems could be solved or avoided in the actual
interviews.
Since the interviews sought qualitative and subjective experiences from the interviewees, most of
these questions covered the interviewees’ thoughts, beliefs, feelings, knowledge, experiences and
observations about the subject. In addition, the age of each interviewee was documented since it
was of interest; the experience of a person being a minor at the time of his or her gaming experience
is assumed to differ from the experience of a person being an adult at his or her gaming experience.
Age was also a factor that could be evident in whether or not the interviewee had these experiences
from official servers back when the game version was active, or if the experiences were from private
servers emulating these game versions.
The sampling method for the interviews was in essence purposeful sampling as experiences were the
subject of interest. The sampling method could arguably be a criterion-type of sampling as the
interviewees were required to have experience from within the game, though the focus were on
finding as experienced players as possible, so it would be more fair to define it as a purposeful
sampling method. Experience from Vanilla and The Burning Crusade was highly valued in the
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recruitment process because these two game versions were the earliest with the fewest of the
included features as well as being prior to the Activision Blizzard merge, after which the game design
philosophy seemingly changed and where the number of active subscribers begun to decline. This
experience weighed the most if combined with experience from Cataclysm (Cata) and onwards, as
these post-Wrath of the Lich King-expansions were fully designed by Activision Blizzard rather than
Blizzard Entertainment. The recruitment process was primarily active within the Reddit forums both
for the retail, contemporary WoW and for the Classic project. Three of the interviewees had
experience stretching from either Vanilla while one interviewee had experience starting in the first
expansion, TBC. Just as many of them had experience all the way up to and including WoD while one
interviewee quit during Cataclysm and thus far have not come back. While some interviewees did
indeed claim to have some scarce experience with private servers, they based their experience on
the official game at the time. With interviewees from both ends of the spectrum of game versions,
better and fairer qualitative data could be gathered. The sample size ended up at four interviewees.
A seemingly small number, but quality was much preferred over quantity for these interviews. The
age interval of the interviewees ranged from 22 to 29 years old. One of the interviews was text based
rather than VoIP-based. This led to much longer duration of the interview, but also more downtime
between the textual exchanges.
Before the interview, the interviewees were informed that they may remain anonymous and that the
data they provide will be used for this thesis project and may be shared with Blizzard for game design
considerations. They acknowledged that they could interrupt the interview at any time, would they
be unwilling or unable to participate. They were informed that the interview would be recorded in
order to enable the transcribing and eventual translating of the interview, which they would later
have a chance to read and verify so that they were correctly interpreted. In the analysis phase,
alternative aliases were used to keep the anonymity and integrity of the interviewee intact. After
every sub-topic covered in the interviews, the interview-guide checked with the interviewees if the
interview-guide had perceived and understood them properly and fairly. The interviewees were
offered to later take part of the results from this study. No sensitive data or personal information
was required, requested nor collected by this survey. A typical interview took about one hour.
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4 Results
4.1 The Survey
A total of N=210 responses was generated over the course of three days, after which the survey
input was closed. Due to limitations of the freeware and funds, only the first n=100 entries were
available for analysis. For this reason, the population of the groups for each input below does not
always add up to the total population for the input. As the population size varies heavily between the
groups and because it is the general consensus that matters, only the mean numbers and not the
standard deviations or variance will be presented for the total answers as well as for each group. As
written in earlier sections, the results of this survey was not heavily relied upon but rather used as a
general index towards what could be of value to bring up in the interviews. In this first section of the
survey results, the respondents’ social gaming experience per expansion will be analyzed and
generalized.
4.1.1 The players’ game experience
In the first question the respondents were asked which game versions they have spent at least one
month of actively playing on (see Figure 8 below). This question was meant to illuminate how
experienced the players in total as well as in each group were with the different game versions.
Unfiltered, the share of respondents (N=100) having played on the different game versions quite
closely resembles the graph of active subscribers (see Figure 2). Just like how World of Warcraft hit
their all-time record for active subscribers during Wrath of the Lich King in 2010, it was indicated by
the unfiltered answers in this first question how Wrath of the Lich King is the most frequently
experienced game version amongst the respondents.
Amongst the group of respondents using the link posted in the Reddit forum for World of Warcraft:
Classic (n=52) (this group hereafter referred to ”Reddit Classic”), there were significantly more
respondents claiming to have played Vanilla (80,77 %) and The Burning Crusade (90,38 %) while
significantly fewer had played Cataclysm (55,77 %), Mists of Pandaria (42,31 %) and Warlords of
Draenor (48,09 %). This could suggest that the players keen on the Classic project have been
generally less keen on playing any game version beyond Wrath of the Lich King (80,77 %).
Only a small minority (n=9) made it to the 100 available answers using the link in the EuropeanOfficial forum for World of Warcraft: Classic (this group hereby referred to as ”Official Classic”) and
hence will not be of much statistical interest. This small number of respondents could explain the
statistics on this question where 55,56 % of the respondents claimed to have played Vanilla, Wrath of
the Lich King and Mists of Pandaria, while a more significant majority claimed to have played The
Burning Crusade (66,67 %), Cataclysm (88,89 %) and Warlords of Draenor (77,78 %). Not much value
will be put in the results of this group due to its relatively small amount of respondents.
The respondents (n=39) having used the survey link posted in the Reddit forum for retail World of
Warcraft (this group hereafter referred to as ”Reddit Retail”) answered quite different on this
question where the trend was having less experience the older the game version: Vanilla (46,15 %);
The Burning Crusade (53,85 %); Wrath of the Lich King (82,05 %); Cataclysm (71,79 %); Mists of
Pandaria (82,05 %); and Warlords of Draenor (84,62 %). The exception in this trend is Wrath of the
Lich King where as many had played as in Mists of Pandaria.
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Figure 8 "During which game versions have you actively played for at least one month?" represented in mean percentages
per group and in total

Overall it seems that indeed the Wrath of the Lich King-expansion was the most popular one except
for in the case of the Reddit Classic-group where more respondents had experience from The Burning
Crusade. In this Reddit Classic-group, the trend seemed to have been an increase in experience up to
The Burning Crusade, from where their interest for coming expansions seemingly declined – until a
small increase in experience from Warlords of Draenor. As for the Reddit Retail-group, a pretty clear
trend was having more experience the newer the expansion was. These results indicates that the
Reddit Retail-players generally begun playing World of Warcraft in later game versions than those in
the Reddit Classic-group. A remarkable exception is, again, Wrath of the Lich King which the Reddit
Retail-group more frequently claimed to have had experience of than the following expansion. One
reason behind the spiking popularity of Wrath of the Lich King could be due to a Recruit-A-Friend
program that Blizzard initiated in mid-2008 (WoWWiki 2018b). In this program, players could use
referral links to recruit friends and gain rewards such as one free month of game time, faster leveling
and an in-game mount in the form of a zhevra.
4.1.2 The respondents’ social experience in each game version
In the second question the respondents were asked to rank these game versions, one to six, how
good of a social experience they have had on each game version (see Figure 9 below). There was also
a checkbox option for not having played that specific game version. This question sought to
illuminate how good of a social experience each expansion generally could offer. Note that in this
graph, as in the following graphs, a higher score represents a higher rank. The total results (n=100)
points towards Vanilla being the game version which delivered the best social experience with The
Burning Crusade and Wrath of the Lich King on an equal second-place, followed by Mists of Pandaria,
the successor to Cataclysm which offered the second worst social experience according to these
results, only better than the social experience offered in Warlords of Draenor.
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This trend remains valid in the results by the Reddit Classic-group (n=52) only with a little more
positive emphasis on Vanilla (5,3) and The Burning Crusade (4,9) followed by Wrath of the Lich King
(4,5). These respondents also deemed Mists of Pandaria to deliver a better social experience (3,2)
than its predecessor Cataclysm (2,9) and even more so than its successor Warlords of Draenor (2,2).
In short, a declining trend only broken by Mists of Pandaria.
The Official Classic-group (n=9) generally agreed with the trend by ranking Vanilla (5,0) ahead of The
Burning Crusade (4,9) and Wrath of the Lich King (4,2), but ranked Cataclysm (4,0) higher than any
other respondent group. Just like the Reddit Classic-group, the Official Classic-group ranked Mists of
Pandaria (3,0) low, yet breaking the trend of ranking Mists of Pandaria higher than Cataclysm. The
Official Classic broke another trend by ranking Warlords of Draenor (3,1) higher than its predecessor,
where the other two groups ranked this expansion the lowest.
In the results from the Reddit Retail-group (n=39) Vanilla and Wrath of the Lich King top the ranks
equally (5,1) just like how The Burning Crusade and Mists of Pandaria are ranked as equal second
(4,2). Unique for this group is how Wrath of the Lich King is ranked higher than The Burning Crusade
and how Mists of Pandaria spikes in popularity. Even these results, however, rank Cataclysm (3,3)
higher than Warlords of Draenor (2,9).

Figure 9 ”Rank the following game version according to how good of a social experience you have had on them.”
represented in mean value per group and in total

The trend identified in these results is that the enjoyment of the respondents’ social experience has
declined over the course of the expansions. While this trend could have been expected amongst the
respondents from the forums for the Classic project, it is also more or less agreed upon amongst the
respondents from the Official Classic respondents. Mists of Pandaria went against the trend.
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4.1.3 Features impact on their social experience
This third question asked the respondents to fill out how much negative or positive impact, if any,
these features had had on their social experience within the game (see Figure 10 below). The options
were (1) ”Extremely negative”; (2) ”Negative”; (3) ”Neither”; (4) ”Positive”; and (5) ”Extremely
positive”. A 6th option was a checkbox for not having any answer, useful if the respondent did not
have knowledge or experience of a certain feature. So in figure 10 below, any score above 3
represents a positive impact while any score below 3 represents a negative impact. Any score of
exactly 3,0 points represents a statistical indifference; neither positive nor negative impact. This
question was meant to find if these features had had any impact on the players’ social experience,
whether this impact was considered positive or negative, and how much impact it then would have
had. While N=100, just n=85 responded to this question.
In total (n=85) there were six features with considerably positive impact on the players social
experience: most notably Battlegrounds (4,0) followed by Arenas (3,4), Achievements (3,4) and Real
ID (3,4). X-Realm Battlegrounds (3,1) and Voice Chat (3,1) appeared to have had a lesser positive
impact. Two features, Enchanting Vellums (3,0) and Flexible Raid Difficulty (3,0), were considered by
these results to have neither any positive nor negative impact. The remaining features were
considered to have had a negative impact on the players’ social experience. Most notably Garrisons
(1,6) followed by Raid Finder (1,9) and X-Realm Zones (2,1).
According to the Reddit Classic-group (n=43), the impacts of these features were more
distinguishable with no feature considered having neither positive nor negative impact. This group
deemed battlegrounds to have the most positive impact (4,2) while seeing arenas (3,2), voice chat
(3,1) and real ID (3,1) as features of lesser positive impact on their social experience. The most
negative impact according to this group were brought alongside Garrisons (1,2) followed by Raid
Finder (1,4), X-Realm Instance Grouping (1,5) and X-Realm Zones (1,5). Connected Realms (1,9) were
seen as considerably negative next to the Looking For Group-interface tool (2,0). The remaining
features were deemed to have lesser negative impact.
The answers from the Official Classic-group (n=9) were similar to those from the Reddit Classic-group
with the score of only Looking For Group-Interface Tool (2,8), Achievements (3,4), X-Realm Instance
Grouping and Flexible Raid Difficulty (2,0) varying as much as four to eight decimals in value. These
four to eight decimals in value all pointed towards a more positive impact.
The Reddit Retail-group (n=33) was more generous, only considering three of these features to have
had a negative impact: Garrisons (2,2) followed by Raid Finder (2,7) and X-Realm Zones (2,9). Just
one feature, Voice Chat, was considered by this group to have neither any positive nor negative
impact on their social experience. The remaining features were considered to have brought with it
positive impacts on the social experience, especially Flexible Raid Difficulty (4,0) shortly followed by
Achievements (3,9), Real ID (3,8) and Battlegrounds (3,7).
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Figure 10 ”How negative or positive of an impact has the implementation of these following features generally had
on your social experience within the game?” represented in mean value per group and in total

4.1.4 Features impact on social interaction
In the fourth question the respondents were asked if they had experienced that the implementation
of the listed features had led to less (1) or more (3) social interaction with other players in the game,
or neither (2) (see Figure 11 below). The respondents could check a fourth option for not having any
answer for that specific feature. This question was meant to bring understanding on whether these
features have increased or decreased the amount of social interaction with other players within the
game.
In total the respondents (n=75) generally answered that Battlegrounds (2,7) had led to more social
interaction with other players in the game than any other listed feature. These results suggest that
Arenas (2,5) also brought significantly more social interaction with other players in the game, while
Voice Chat (2,1), Achievements (2,2) and Real ID (2,2) had brought just a little more social interaction
with other players within the game. All remaining features were considered to have reduced the
amount of interaction with other players in the game, most notably Garrisons (1,1) followed by Raid
Finder (1,4).
The Reddit Classic-group (n=40) generally found most of these features to have reduced the amount
of social interaction even more so. Garrisons scored only 1,0, with zero respondents claiming it had
brought more social interaction with other players within the game. X-Realm Instance Grouping and
Raid Finder scored 1,1, shortly followed by Dungeon Finder (1,2), X-Realm Zones (1,3), Connected
Realms (1,4), Enchanting Vellums (1,4), LFG-Interface Tool (1,4), X-Realm Battlegrounds (1,5) and
Flexible Raid Difficulty (1,5). Voice Chat and Real ID was considered not to have changed the amount
of social interaction (2,0). Battlegrounds were considered to have increased the social interaction by
far the most (2,7) with only Arenas (2,3) and Achievements (2,1) on its side of the spectrum. It seems
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that the Reddit Classic-group does not seem too fond of most of these in-game changes when it
comes to their social experience.
The Official Classic-group (n=7) answered similarly to the Reddit Classic-group in this question as
well, although they claimed that Battlegrounds (3,0) had exclusively increased the amount of social
interaction with other players, much like Arenas (2,7). The third and last feature this Official Classicgroup deemed to have increased the amount of social interaction with other players was Voice Chat
(2,3) whereas the remaining features were considered to have reduced the amount of social
interaction with other players. Aside from these mentioned features, the Official Classic-group differs
significantly from the Reddit Classic-group in the scoring of LFG-Interface Tool (2,0) as indifferent
rather than decreased amount of social interaction, and X-Realm Instance Grouping as somewhat
less decreasing in the amount of social interactions with other players.
Again, the Reddit Retail-group (n=28) comes as a generous breeze by only considering three features
to have led to less social interaction with other players within the game: Garrisons (1,2) almost
hitting the bottom, while Raid Finder (1,8) and Enchanting Vellums were considered to decrease this
social interaction by only a small amount. No feature except for Dungeon Finder was considered to
have brought neither more nor less social interaction. The features considered by the Reddit Retailgroup to have increased social interaction the most are Arenas (2,6), Real ID (2,6), Battlegrounds
(2,5), Connected Realms (2,5), X-Realm Instance Grouping (2,4) and Flexible Raid Difficulty (2,4). The
remaining features were considered to have slightly increased the social interaction with other
players within the game. Remarkable for this group is how X-Realm Instance Grouping scored 2,4; a
significant increase in social interaction with other players, where the other two groups, Reddit
Classic and Official Classic, scored this feature with 1.4 and 1,1 as having reduced the amount of
social interaction with other players considerably.

Figure 11 ”In your experience, has the implementation of these following features led to less or more social interaction with
other players within the game?” represented in mean value per group and in total
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4.1.5 Features impact on social relationships
This fifth question requested the respondents (n=67) to index whether the implementation of these
features had led to shallower (1) or deeper (3) social relationships with other players in the game, or
neither (2) (see Figure 12 below). Just like in the previous questions, the respondents could check a
fourth option of having no answer to any one or more of these features. The results from this
question were expected to suggest whether these features had led to deeper social relationships
with other players, or if they had led to more shallow social relationships with other players.
In total there seems to be consensus that Battlegrounds (2,4), Arenas (2,3), Real ID (2,3) and to some
extent even Voice Chat (2,1) has increased the depths of social relationships within the game. The
other features such as X-Realm Battlegrounds (1,5), LFG-Interface Tool (1,4), X-Realm Instance
Grouping (1,5), Dungeon Finder (1,3), Raid Finder (1,2), X-Realm Zone (1,4) and Garrisons (1,2) has
led to shallower social relationships within the game according to these results.
Filtered to only view Reddit Classic respondents (n=35), the same curve appears on the graph with
only minor changes in values. The trending differences is that the score of every feature to the right
of Arenas (2,3), which means that they were implemented later in the game, either has the same
score or at most a variance of minus three in decimal values. Even X-Realm Battlegrounds (1,3) and
LFG-Interface Tool (1,2) has lower score. Only the Battlegrounds (2,5) feature were scored higher by
the Reddit Classic-group than by the unfiltered population, and that is only a value of 0,1. The only
semantic difference is how Voice Chat (2,0) was deemed to have neither led to more shallow nor
deeper relationships by the Reddit Classic-group, whereas the unfiltered group of respondents gave
it a score of 2,1, suggesting that this feature had a slight effect of increased depth.
The Official Classic-group generally answered similarly to the Reddit Classic-group but scored
Battlegrounds (2,9), X-Realm Battlegrounds (1,9), the Looking For Group-Interface tool (1,7) and
Achievements (2,1) higher by at least point four. Even though this group scored nearly all of these
features higher than the Reddit Classic-group did, they did score Raid Finder (1,0) and X-Realm Zones
(1,0) lower using the minimum values, while scoring Flexible Raid Difficulty to 1,3.
The Reddit Retail-respondents (n=25) were consequently more generous than the Reddit Classicrespondents with the scoring of all features except for Battlegrounds (2,2). These respondents
considered Achievements (2,0) and Connected Realms (2,0) to lead to neither shallower nor deeper
relationships with other players. Their answers suggest that Flexible Raid Difficulty (2,2) has
increased the depths of their relations with other players in the game while the two other groups
considered this feature to have led to shallower (1,6 and 1,3) social relationships with other players
within the game. Other than that, the Reddit Retail-respondents claimed Real ID (2,7) to have led to
much deeper social relationships with other players than the other two groups claimed.
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Figure 12 ”In your experience, has the implementation of these following features led to shallower or
deeper social relationships with other players within the game?” represented in mean value per group and in total

4.1.6 Long-lasting friendships per expansion
In this sixth and final question, respondents (n=66) were again asked to rank these expansions, but in
this case according to how many long-lasting friendships they made during those expansions (see
Figure 13 below). There was a checkbox alternative per expansion for the respondent to select for
not having played during that expansion. This question while in essence quite similar to the former,
sought to understand whether or not it was made easier or harder to form new long-lasting
friendships with other players in the game. While deeper social relationships can be compared to
long-lasting friendships, the key difference between these questions is that the former question does
not ask about the accessibility or ease of forming new, deep relationships with other players.
In total (n=66) it appears that the original game version, Vanilla (4,8), along with Wrath of the Lich
King (4,8) had the best basis for forming long-lasting friendships with other players, closely followed
by The Burning Crusade (4,7). Mists of Pandaria (3,7) beat its predecessor Cataclysm (3,2) in score
while Warlords of Draenor (2,6), the last expansion covered in this study, scored the lowest.
The Reddit Classic-group (n=35) ranked the game they presumably want to see recreated, Vanilla
(5,1), the highest, fairly uncontested with the second highest score attributed to The Burning Crusade
(4,7) tightly followed by Wrath of the Lich King (4,6). These results resonates with the unfiltered
results in how Cataclysm (2,9) drops remarkably low in score in relation to its predecessor while
Mists of Pandaria (3,6), its successor, brings the score up a notch. Warlords of Draenor (2,4),
however, witness another significant drop in score.
Official Classic-respondents (n=7) breaks the trends in The Burning Crusade (5,0) where the score
peaks on maximum value, in Wrath of the Lich King (4,0) where the score is unusually low compared
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to the other groups, and in Cataclysm (3,9) where the score is unusually high. This Official Classicgroup seems to be more in an agreement with the Reddit Retail-group than the Reddit Classic-group
regarding their scoring of Vanilla, even though they are expected to have more in common with
Reddit Classic.
The Reddit Retail-group (n=24) while seemingly agreeing with the other groups that Vanilla (4,3) and
The Burning Crusade (4,4) did well supporting the formation of long-lasting friendships, ranks Wrath
of the Lich King (5,1) significantly higher. The trend regarding Cataclysm (3,3), Mists of Pandaria (3,8)
and Warlords of Draenor (2,9) stays consequent to the answers of Reddit Classic and the total.

Figure 13 ”Try to rank these following expansions according to how many long-lasting friendships you formed during them.”
represented in mean value per group and in total
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4.2 The Interviews
Four interviews were completed. Interviewees were recruited from both ends of the game versionspectrum; some with experience from vanilla through a few expansions, some from TBC and
onwards, and some having had their debut in World of Warcraft as late as in WotLK. No interviewee
without experience from any of these three game versions were recruited, since these were the most
important game versions to contrast towards what the game has evolved into. Because during Wrath
of the Lich King, some of the most important changes to social play were implemented, and Blizzard
Entertainment, the creators of World of Warcraft, merged together with ActiVision to develop the
game towards another course. One of these interviews was kept in textual format over chat. Most of
these interviews were done in Swedish, as most interviewees were of that nationality. Interviews
were recorded, transcribed and, if in Swedish, translated before being verified with the interviewee
that he or she was correctly interpreted. Prior to the interviews the interviewees were handed a
digital, slightly modified copy of the survey study to fill in as a preparation for the customization of
each interview. These interviews were semi-structured around the same or similar questions to those
in the survey study: (1) experience from each game version; (2) quality of social experience per game
version; (3) how much negative or positive impact the implementation of some relevant in-game
features have had on the interviewee’s social experience; (4) how the implementation of some
relevant in-game features has affected the amount of social interaction between the interviewee and
other players; (5) how the implementation of some in-game features has either led to shallower or
deeper relationships between the interviewee and other players and; (6) how many long-term
relationships the interviewee has gotten through each of the game versions. Finally the interviewee
was asked if there was anything he or she would like to add. It should be noted that due to these
interviews being semi-structured and due to the varying experience of the interviewees, the
questions asked could to some extent vary and not every interviewee was asked every question.
The interviews were transcribed and the transcripts were then followed by an inductive analysis
(Patton 2002) over the responses to find patterns in how the players’ social gaming experience had
changed in relation to implemented features. Four pencils of different colors were used to highlight
quotes, relevant to the social aspect, in the transcripts in order to find structure amongst the data.
The color coding was primarily based on Yee’s (2006) model of motivations for online play, more
specifically the Social component of it. Three of the different colors represented the three
subcomponents of Yee’s (2006) Social component: Socializing, Relation and Teamwork. The colors
included red for socializing, green for relation, blue for teamwork and yellow for quotes interesting
and in some way relevant, yet not following the categories of the three subcomponents. While color
coding it was found that most changes that the interviewees spoke of seemed to affect the socialize
subcomponent including casual chat, helping others and making friends. These interviewees will be
referred to here as Dave, Peter, Adam and Chris which, of course, aren’t their real names. These
psuedonyms will be used to preserve the anonymity of the interviewees as well as to make it an
easier and more comprehensible read.
4.2.1 Contextual factors
There were multiple findings that contextual factors outside of the game had played an important
role in how the interviewees had been able, or unable, to enjoy the game properly. These contextual
factors includes age-maturity, technology, social and life situations. For instance, Dave mentioned
not having his own computer at the time while simultaneously having a very slow and unstable
connection, which kept him on the track of solo adventures during the early game versions. The
same interviewee had ranked his social experience on MoP higher than the former game versions
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due to ”[...] primarily technological challenges in the form of insufficient bandwidth to play properly.”
Meanwhile, Peter, some years younger, spoke about age as a factor making it hard to enjoy the social
aspect of the game: ”You don’t form social relations the same way when you’re ten to twelve years
old as when you are 16.” Peter spoke about his social development as a player: ”I learned more and
more [about the game] and got more and more online-friends”, and ranked his social experience in
WotLK the highest because ”I played with serious guilds for the first time, with schedules, pointsystems and stuff which I’ve never participated in in earlier game versions.” . It appears contextual
and personal development was a requisite for Peter to properly enjoy the game in a social way.
4.2.2 How their social experience changed over game versions
A running theme that appeared in this subject was what was referred to as ”The automatization
[...]”, amongst other descriptions, which the interviewees seem to agree diminished the necessity for
social interactions. Adam found that his social experience had gone for the worse because he
thought that ”[...] you don’t need to interact with other players anymore since there are tools that
cover that for you” and felt that ”[...] the player base has become less social as a collective”. This
resonated with what Dave said: ”Blizzard tried to take shortcuts in the social interactions [...]” which,
he found, made ”It is easier than ever to contact people in the game, which has lead to more shallow
relations where the players don’t want to exchange more than the essentials towards their in-game
goals.” Peter’s social experience grew more present over the first three game versions, but he found
that ”Cata brought the automatization which demolished everything I had built up.” According to
Chris’s experience, ”[Blizzard] haven’t made anything that hindered social experiences but rather
implemented stuff that has made them unecessary for casual players” and has ”[...] removed the
need for a big portion of the playerbase to create communities, so that casuals doesn’t need to
communicate to do their content.” Upon asked what changed in Cataclysm for Peter, which he (and
most other interviewees) had ranked the lowest, he spoke about ”The automatization of everything,
such as Dungeon Finder, automatically find Battlegrounds... Everything that used to be challenging
and took time.” He added that ”[...]where you meet players you will never see again, the social aspect
becomes less important”, a phenomenon that has been identified in every interview in various ways,
mostly through changes in the game which connected realms together, such as X-Realm
Battlegrounds, Dungeon Finder and X-Realm Zones. ”The less dependent you are on others the worse
the social aspect”, Peter added, ”I think it has become less community, less unity and less social
dependency”.
4.2.3 Best social experience per game version
While the interviewees’ favorite expansion varied from TBC to WotLK and MoP, one thing stands out:
three out of four interviewees mention in particular how they made their way into guilds to do PvE
(Player versus Environment) content with other players. Peter said he had the best social experience
in WotLK because ”I played with serious guilds for the first time, with schedules, point-systems and
stuff” and that ”WotLK was my sweetspot between practicality and sociality”. Dave ranked his social
experience the highest in MoP since ”I had moved to my own place, had my own computer, had good
broadband and got into a guild thanks to a friend where I could do serious raiding in a way I’ve
always wanted ever since I first heard of WoW”. Chris enjoyed his social experience in MoP more
than in the other game versions as he ”[...] participated in three good guilds and played with tons of
different people” with ”Challenge modes, big pug community and good PvE content”.
4.2.4 Why they thought Vanilla was ranked the highest
The interviewees were familiar with the survey questions and were asked about some of the results
from the survey study. One of these questions was why they thought Vanilla ranked the highest on
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social experiences. Three respondents mentioned, in one way or another, the nostalgic factor. Adam
answered ”Much due glasses of nostalgia” ; Peter answered that ”One variable will always be this
beautification of the original version” and brought up the interesting point that ”Your expectations on
games were low back then, it was easy to achieve a ”wow!”-factor”, as well as adding that ”It ment a
lot to have the right contacts and the right type of friends since everything doesn’t happen
automatically”. Chris believed that ”[...] there’s some kind of general attitude that every change to
the game which distance it from it’s original form in about the TBC-era is clumped together as what
makes the game worse”. In a more praising light, Peter did note that ”What makes it [Vanilla] so
good is that in order to succeed in the game and for the game to be fun you need the social part.”
4.2.5 If the social aspect deepened in TBC in contrast to Vanilla
Based on a study by Chen, Duh and Renyi (2008) one question put to three of the respondents was
whether or not they agree, based on their own personal experience, that the social aspect was
deepened in TBC. Adam answered that ”Yes I think so, because of the arena teams” and adding that
he ”[...] made my only in-game contact that I still talk to today outside of the game because we
played arena together.” Peter, in addition from answering ”Yes, I actually agree”, described ”That 10man raiding groups took up so much of TBC and perhaps before even more so in WotLK made the
groups very tight” and that ”I think we have a need to find some local community as well.” Dave
agreed and described that in Vanilla, ”[...]guilds had to be large.” and that ”There were shallow
relations between members, you didn’t know who everyone was.”, but that ”In TBC the group sizes
were reduced and the difficulties increased, which probably increased the community.” and, just like
how Peter said about a need to find a local community, Dave mentioned that ”[...]good players found
each other, formed their own small groups and learned to know and trust each other.”
4.2.6 How has Arenas affected their social experience?
In addition to what was said about Arenas in the paragraph above, Adam and Peter replied to the
question regarding Arenas in particular. Adam answered that ”That’s where I’ve always had the same
people I’ve played with, working together on improving and playing together continuously towards
the same goal.” while Peter said that ”If you met someone you played serious arena with, then you
would have to stand each other all the time. Play together eight hours straight, rage on each other,
have great moments together... You formed bonds that ran very deep, especially in teams of two or
three.” These two and only answers to this particular question indicates that indeed Arenas may
have played a role in encouraging and supporting deep relations with few players. On the follow-up
question whether or not they consider Arenas to be a good tool for making long-term relations, they
both agreed convincingly.
4.2.7 How has Battlegrounds affected their social experience?
It was primarily Peter, of the four, talking about his experience with Battlegrounds and X-Realm
Battlegrounds. He brought up that ”You recognized many of the players, which could lead you to talk
to them and create relations”. Upon being asked if he made any long-term relations in Battlegrounds,
prior to X-Realm Battlegrounds, he replied ”Absolutely. A lot.”
4.2.8 How was X-Realm Battlegrounds affected their social experience?
Peter described the implementation of X-Realm Battlegrounds as ”A little like 40-man raids in
contrast to 25- and 10-man raids, it [the community] grew so large that it wasn’t as tangible and
never the same [as before].” He said the aspect of entering a battleground and recognizing a player,
perhaps knowing that that player is amazing and he is gonna have fun in this battleground, was what
made his battleground-experience good, but that that aspect disappeared entirely with X-Realm
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Battlegrounds. He described this aspect with: ”[...]when players becomes more than just an opponent
in the moment, it becomes a rivalry or a long-term community and co-play” where ”You create a
persona for other players.” Peter was asked if the making of long-term relations in Battlegrounds was
changed when X-Realm Battlegrounds took its place, and replied that, absolutely, making long-term
relations on X-Realm Battlegrounds was ”Not as easy and not as frequent.” Adam shared Peter’s
experience of seeing fewer familiar faces and doing so less frequently on X-Realm Battlegrounds than
Battlegrounds.
4.2.9 How has LFG-interface tool affected their social experience?
LFG-interface tool was a little tricky because it has so many iterations which led to confusion
amongst the interviewees, both in the interviews and likely also in the survey study, on which
iteration it was. While there is a formally correct answer, it is easy to mix up. So while the question
was intended to cover the LFG-interface tool described in chapter 2.6.3, this part of the interview
occasionally got redirected onto the Improved Dungeon Finder feature described in chapter 2.6.9.
Most interviewees seemed to agree that LFG-interface tool made it easier for the players to reach
their goal, but also made the social aspect more shallow and needless: Adam described this process
with ”Shallower contacts. You group up, complete your objective, and leave sometimes without
saying bye.”; Peter said that, prior to this LFG-interface tool ”There was more time and space for
sociality and learning to know each other.” and that ”You had to [be more invested in the group] and
were more dependent on others.”; Chris explained that ”5-man dungeons in early Wrath were very
easy and required less communication”, believing that the difficulty as well as ”how long time it takes
and how the communication affects the output” can have a positive impact on how social the
members of the group are.
4.2.10 How has Achievements affected their social experience?
Three of the four interviewees covered the feature of Achievements, and they all have in common
bringing up the cooperative aspect of this feature. Adam answered that ”You had goals to work
towards together” and ”So it’s about working towards a common goal and strengthening the
teamspirit.”, which agrees with Chris saying that ”Many of them requires cooperation with others, so
that’s a reason to group up.” as well as Dave saying ”Achievements got complete strangers to join
each other towards common goals.” Adam brings up the example of ”The Undying”, a difficult
achievement where the entire group had to complete a raid without anyone doing certain mistakes
or everyone doing particular objectives as specified per encounter in the achievement itself. He told
that ”We were a group of players playing together week after week and got better and better. Finally
it worked out, we rejoiced and celebrated in Ventrilo [Voice-communication software].” In the
beginning, as explained by Dave, ”A grass roots movement of players arose, regardless of experience,
in order to together complete the [Leeroy-] achievement.”
4.2.11 How has RealID affected their social experiences?
Thematic for RealID is making it easier for the interviewees to stay in touch with friends in the game,
know which character belongs to whom, and, in combination with X-Realm Dungeon Grouping (and
some later features), enabling to play with friends from other servers. Peter said ”I think RealID made
the social easier, not worse.”, while Dave said that ”Contacts changed realm. You want to sustain
contacts, perhaps you don’t know this person through any other medium than WoW.” Upon being
asked if RealID may have lifted the identity of the players up from the identity of the character, to
the identity of the player, all three interviewees given this question agreed. Peter added that ”The
relation can be ruined when it becomes too deep” when speaking about an in-game friend he had had
fun playing and chatting with and eventually talked to over Skype, another voice-communication
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software, where he felt ”what kind of person is this!?” Dave brings up some famous players over the
course of Vanilla and TBC WoW, saying that ”Leeroy got famous for his character not his persona. The
paladin who oneshotted Doomlord Kazzak got famous as the character who did it, not the player.” in
order to empashis how the identity of the players back then resided in the characters, not the
players. Peter spoke about the limitation to your own server as an important part of the game, as
”[...] which server you played on determined your identity and who you could play with.” While Peter
claimed to prefer this server-limitation over the X-Realm concept, he understood how this could be
practical and on an individual level desirable. Dave, on the other hand, thought that ”Of course you
should be able to play together with RealID-friends in dungeons.”
4.2.12 How has Improved Dungeon Finder and LFR affected their social experience?
Improved Dungeon Finder and LFR, as described in chapter 2.6.9 and 2.6.11, were eventually
clumped together in this part of the interview since the interviewees had just about the same
experiences from those two closely related features. These two features has scored amongst the
lowest both in the survey study and in the preparatory surveys for the interviews. It is pretty clear
from all three interviewees answering this question that Improved Dungeon Finder and LFR have
reduced the sociality between members of groups formed through these tools. Adam described that
”Those you get grouped up with are only means to an end. It’s not friends you’re making, but rather a
tank or so to the group that you play the dungeon with then they leave.”; Peter said that ”You aren’t
dependent on others at all”, adding that ”If someone leaves you’ll find someone new just like that.
You say nothing, you just keep going” and that ”You used to require the social, now you don’t.”; Dave
described the process saying ”You didn’t even need to talk with players, just check a checkbox, get a
notice when you can join the group, the tank rushes forward, doesn’t even say ’hi’, and starts hacking
and slashing” . Upon being asked if the interaction between members of this group has become
more instrumental than social, the two interviewees Adam and Dave agreed. Dave speculates that
”Had Dungeon Finder been limited to your own realm, I think it would have been a fantastic social
tool while simultaneously practical for players striving towards common goals. That would probably
have increased the social interaction during waiting time. But when it became X-Realm it got ruined
and interactions became extremely shallow if any at all”. Dave added that ”Nowadays you reach a
concensus for how to behave, instrumentally, in order not to get kicked from the group.” This
resonates with the findings of Eklund and Johansson (2010) that the interaction between members
of a PUG-group was kept to a low or nonexistent degree unless several members of the group knew
each other from before. Based on this finding, Adam was asked if he agreed, upon which he replied
”Yeah, you communicate with those you queue up with rather than the other players.”
4.2.13 How has Garrisons affected their social experience?
Garrisons was another feature that scored very low in the survey study as well as the preparatory
survey for most interviews. Of the three that played to experience Garrisons, two were asked how it
had affected their social experience. While Dave scored it about as low as most others, describing
that ”Garrisons was the new player-place, that’s where you hung out. You were there alone with your
NPCs [Non-Player Characters] and had your guild- and general channels to interact with” that ”From
a social perspective, this was a catastrophy.” Chris had another experience that he described with ”I
don’t think it mattered. You had a main hub even though it was smaller.” He added that ”The
Garrison thingie was perhaps not that much fun, since you couldn’t see other players, but I was
almost always on Discord [A voice-communication software] or chatted with people anyway” before
bringing up an interesting point of view that ”I never played in a way where players around me in a
capital was important for social interaction”. This could and probably should be seen as a viewpoint
belonging to a playstyle that is social in another way than in the playstyle of Dave.
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4.2.14 How has X-Realm Zones affected their social experience?
Adam brought up the positive part of X-Realm Zones that ”I could group up with friends from other
servers to quest and level up together instead of just doing dungeons together [since X-Realm
Dungeon Grouping].” He was asked the follow-up question regarding the frequency of stumbling
upon familiar faces prior and after the implementation of X-Realm Zones, upon which he brought up
an example from his time in TBC, far before X-Realm Zones: ”I made a friend in TBC by leveling on the
same server and keeping the same tempo so we met during almost every quest until we began
talking.”, with the relevance being that it would be less likely to occur over X-Realm Zones. Chris had
a similar experience after X-Realm Zones which he described with ”It indirectly becomes a pretty
anonymous experience, you never recognize players.”

Overall, the experience of the interviewees in the interviews had broad experience of the game; half
of them had experienced from every relevant game version while one had experience from every
game version except for vanilla, and one had experience from vanilla up to and including Cataclysm.
So judging from these interviewees’ experience, there was no evident bias in experienced game
versions. As for the ranking of how good of a social experience the interviewees had had in their
experienced game versions, the results showed similar declining trends with a significant drop in
Cataclysm and a rise in MoP. In the ranking of the game versions according to how many long-lasting
friendships the interviewees made during them, it differed a bit between the surveys’ mean total and
the interviewees’ rankings. Most notably, half of the interviewees ranked Vanilla lower than the
survey respondents’ and the other half provided no data, and the interviewees generally ranked
WotLK lower and MoP higher than the survey respondents did, while half of them also ranked
Cataclysm fairly high. The interviewee generally appreciated the impact that Arenas, Achievements
and Real ID had had on their social gaming experience a bit more than the survey respondents. The
interviewees generally thought that LFG, Dungeon Finder and Raid Finder had led to less social
interaction than the survey respondents thought, but that Achievements had led to more. On the
question on whether or not the implementation of the listed features had led to shallower or deeper
social relationships with other players in the game, the interviewees scored Arenas higher towards
the same tendency that the survey respondents did, Achievements either higher or more neutral
than the survey respondents who scored it lower, Garrisons more neutral where the survey
respondents scored it lower, and Flexible Raid Difficulty higher than the survey respondents did.
Although overall, much of the scoring and rankings was similar between the survey respondents and
interviewees. It should be noted that some of these features were misintepreted as another feature
by the interviewees, which in a sample of four can lead to a directly misleading index. Also, the mean
total in the survey results offers decimals while the interviewees’ individual scoring does not.
From the actual interviews, identified patterns include that many of these changes made to the game
has been practical to the players to achieve in-game goals but at the same time often has diminished
social play by reducing the need or reward to invest in social interactions with strangers within the
game. Some features, however, was found to have increased incentives for social play and
dependencies, such as Achievements. While social play seemingly has been reduced by many of
these changes, it appears that the core group activities for premade groups such as a group of guild
members or friends, remain relevant in a similar but more isolated way as before.
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5 Discussion
As online games have grown more popular in recent times, the view on online games as antisocial
media has shifted towards a view on online games as arenas for social interaction (Eklund &
Johansson 2010). These arenas for social interaction enable the forming of strong friendships, often
with emotional investments that for many players have an equal value to friendships in the real
world (Martončik & Lokša 2016). But these online games are not only good for forming friendships,
they also serve as a place where players can find relief from and cope with anxiety, stress, depression
or loneliness through the engagement of immersive and social play as well as entertainment (Bell
2007; Martončik & Lokša 2016; Snodgrass et al. 2014). Martončik & Lokša 2016) found that players
experienced a lower degree of loneliness and social anxiety in online games than in reality by playing
together with friends, other guild members, team members or in other way familiar players; their
result suggests that World of Warcraft is a highly social environment in which cooperation,
communication and friendship is encouraged and where players socializing and communicating with
other players do experience less loneliness and an improved social well-being.
But it should be noted that gaming for social or immersive experiences, or for entertainment, while
being helpful in order to cope with the problems of reality, is not a solution to the problems of
reality. In May 2013, the American Psychiatric Association (APA 2013) included Internet Gaming
Disorder in the DSM-5 (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder, 5th Edition) as a
“condition for further study”. Like many other addictions, Internet Gaming Disorder can be driven by
the context of reality as a means of coping with reality rather than working to improve it.
The study of this paper aspired to understand the social gaming experiences in World of Warcraft
and how changes made to the game has changed this experience. The purpose was never to support
more addictive game designs. The purpose was rather to add to the knowledge for game designs
supporting positive social experiences in these arenas for social interactions; to strengthen the
positive, social aspects of MMO games. The Classic-project is at work and will eventually lead to a
finished product. The demand for the social gaming experience that Vanilla World of Warcraft had to
offer (Crenshaw & Nardi 2016) already exist and hopes are that this product will satisfy that demand;
furthermore it would be fascinating to see how this project will affect the general game designs for
the social aspect in MMO games in the future to come.
In the quantitative survey study, private servers emulating late builds of the original game version
may have been the basis for some responses regarding the original game version. While there are
minor differences, there are primarily similarities between the two. The most considerable difference
would be the context in which they are played; during the official original version, in late 2004 to
early 2006, knowledge and expertise of the game and its content to come was rare; during the
course of private servers emulating the original game versions, knowledge and expertise especially
about Vanilla in whole have been generated and readily available to anyone prepared to do research.
In addition, modifiers to the user interface (also known as ”AddOns”) have been further added,
developed and more easily accessible to players on these private servers than they were during the
original game version, as well as third party software such as voice-based communication software.
According to Crenshaw, LaMorte and Nardi (2017), even the cultural values of players on these
private servers such as Nostalrius has changed more towards to neo-liberalism where players
practice optimizations through so called ”numbercrunching” and expect other players to do so as
well. So while the original game version and later emulations of this original game version has been
treated as fulfilling the same role in this quantitative study, it should be recommended to distinguish
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these two in future detailed researches since the players’ experiences on emulations are likely to
differ from the original game.
The quantitative survey study gathered data from hundreds of respondents, although only 100 or
less of the answers were provided by the survey service. This reduction in empirical data, while
randomized, is likely to have reduced the accuracy of the mean values in the responses. The results
from this study offered an overview from the viewpoints of two different communities of their
general attitudes towards the game versions and changes made to them in the form of implemented
features, all regarding the social aspect. This result was useful for understanding the general climate
of opinions, and for designing the interviews in the qualitative follow-up study. Some features were
subjects of confusion amongst respondents, as noticed in the feedback on the community as well as
by the interviewees. In the survey, both in the quantitative and in the qualitative survey, a link to the
interactive timeline with descriptions for each and one of these features were provided, in case
uncertainties would arise. It is hard to tell just how well this timeline was used, but it was an attempt
to prevent misconceptions nonetheless. A question that did arise in the comment section on the
survey post at Reddit was how a social interaction was defined. In this paper and for these studies,
social interactions are defined according to Yee’s (2006) model of motivations for online play. As for
the survey, a definition was never provided for two reasons: (1) the survey was designed to be as
simple and direct as possible so to make it appear more effortless and welcoming and; (2) to let
statistics do its thing. With no provided definition, it was up to the respondents to determine
themselves what they considered social. This was intended to supply responses based upon a general
consensus of what is social.
The results from the interviews offered a more detailed understanding of how this climate of
opinions came to be and what it really meant on an individual level. This result was based on
interviews with four interviewees, all of which having had their own experience which should be
treated as such: individual experiences. Any generalization from these four interviews onto a broader
target audience should be handled with caution; chances are that these experiences may not be
representative for most experiences. With only four interviewees who did or could not answer all the
same questions, these results can be hard to reliably generalize upon a wider population than these
four interviewees alone. Themes has however been identified.
The research question was defined as “Which consequences has the implementation of these
features had on the social gaming experience?”
While it is unlikely that every consequence has been identified, several of these consequences have
been found and identified in this study. Findings include that the necessity and value of socializing
with strangers in the game has been diminished as a consequence of reducing the incentives for
players to invest in social relations and interactions with other strangers in the game. It was found
that these incentives have been reduced by cutting off much of the time, effort and investments
needed to achieve goals in the game. This has been referred to as “The automatization”, “A
machinery”, “[...] shortcuts in the social interactions” and “[...] made them [the social interactions]
unnecessary”. Overall it seems that changes that made playing more practical could have diminished
sociality. It appears as if the game in its more modern design encourage shallow relations in
quantities rather than deep relations in qualities, at least for most of the content; as it would seem,
the core activities still requires coordinated groups of players that communicate and cooperate, and
that this play style has become more accessible. Ultimately, many of these changes have been
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helpful for players to find others and to fulfill their goals, as well as reducing the social dependence,
which in turn reduced the necessity of socializing with others.
Some factors affecting the interviewees’ social experiences were found to have been age, technology
and life contexts. The age of the interviewees in these interviews varied in the somewhat narrow age
interval of 22 up to 29, which seems to have affected their social experiences throughout the game,
especially in the early game versions. The technological factor was especially present for one
interviewee, where that factor determined the interviewee’s ability to play the game properly and in
a social manner. The same interviewee put some emphasis on life context as a factor, but was not
alone in mentioning it. In this case, that interviewee had a hard time finding the time and motivation
to play in a social way. It would be interesting to do a similar, qualitative study with somewhat older
respondents that were more socially mature during the two game versions, especially the first one,
to see how their social experience had differed. In a similar way, it would be interesting to find,
amongst those older respondents, those who did not suffer notably from technological limitations or
difficulties.
In this study, the features that were included had had a direct influence, or were suspected to have
that, on the social experience of the players. There are, of course, more features that have been
implemented in the game that may have affected the social aspect which weren’t covered in this
study. One of these examples was brought up as feedback to one of the Reddit posts where the
survey was spread. That example was the feature of flying mounts, which are vehicles in the game
capable of flying around in all three spatial dimensions. The main reason this feature, amongst
others, was not included in this study would be that its impact on the social experience would be
extremely hard to determine with certainty. This and other features were excluded from this study to
keep the scope clear, and because research and information about them was scarce or vague at best.
If there was to be one methodological difference to be made different in this qualitative survey, it
may have been to do more comparable interviews. It was a fairly complicated task to find
interviewees with as much experience as possible from as many of the game versions as possible
with heavy emphasis on the first three game versions, with proper technical and life contexts back
during those game versions, and with a social maturity that more fairly reflected the social
atmosphere in those game versions. And then to use interviews in order to generate rich, individual
experiences while also trying to generate responses as comparable as possible.
This study is methodologically unique by having combined Yee’s (2006) model of motivations for
online play, with emphasis on the social component, with Bradner’s (2001) concept of Social
Affordances and having them applied on the MMORPG World of Warcraft from a UXD-perspective.
The social component of Yee’s (2006) model was used to define social in social interactions, and
during the analysis phase also used to define the various forms of social interactions. Features in the
game were defined as objects for social affordances, from which social affordances were the
definition of what social actions these features enabled to the players. This combination was helpful
in studying the players’ social experiences in relation to features implemented in the game. While
the combination was designed to support the study of players’ social gaming experiences in relation
to changes made in World of Warcraft, it is not necessarily limited to that game. The limitation in
applying this combination onto other contexts may be the social component of Yee’s (2006) model as
it was created for online games; hence, the limitation for this specific combination should be online
games.
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6 Conclusion
In this work, Bradner’s (2001) concept of social affordances has been used to concretize features in
the game as components of a social gaming context, and Yee’s (2006) model of motivations for
online play has been used to define the social nature of these features. Furthermore, a quantitative
survey has been used to index which features are of particular interest to study, and this survey has
been followed up with qualitative interviews to enable a closer study of how the players’ social
gaming experiences within World of Warcraft has changed in relation to changes made to the game
since its release and up to Warlords of Draenor. Findings are that many of these changes, while
having been practical tools for the players to achieve their in-game goals, has diminished social play
especially through the reduction of incentives and necessity for socializing with strangers in the
game. The interest to study the subject rose alongside the growing communities that aspire for
modern design philosophies to regress to former design philosophies where challenging content and
social dependence were essential. The interest to study this subject was especially ignited by
Blizzard’s announcement that they have and want to continue listening to the Classic community in
order to actually recreate the original game version in what they call World of Warcraft: Classic.
World of Warcraft has been and still is the leading MMORPG that has and continues to set the
standards for its genre. Would the Classic project be successful, it may reverse the design
philosophies within the genre back to its former game design philosophy to support social and
challenging play styles. While there hasn’t been as much news as there have been rumors about the
Classic project since the announcement at BlizzCon in November 2017, the next BlizzCon is coming
up in November 2018. It will be most interesting to see what news, if any, will be released at this
event.
Given more time and resources, a more thorough study with more and better qualitative data on this
subject could have been gathered. The study of this paper has but set the scope and scratched the
surface for this regression in design regarding World of Warcraft: Classic as a project, leaving plenty
of room to future detail research about the subject of social gaming experiences in online games. It
would be of good interest to do further qualitative studies over the immersive and social gaming
experience of World of Warcraft: Classic to find out what it is that makes it so special to players. It
would also be interesting to do sociological studies on the social phenomenon of how both current
and former players have organized themselves on forums and private servers and eventually got
Blizzard to submit into recreating the original game version, an idea that Blizzard have been resisting
and declining for well over a decade.
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